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CHAPTER 5

Construction Best Management Practices

5.1 Introduction
BMPs are “schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices, maintenance procedures, and
other management practices to prevent or reduce the pollution of waters of the United
States” (40 CFR 122.2). BMPs include, but are not limited to, “treatment requirements,
operating procedures, and practices to control plant site runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or
waste disposal, or drainage from raw material storage” (40 CFR 122.2). BMPs also include
measures for the control of erosion and sedimentation, and for the treatment of stormwater
runoff (including highway runoff).

Implementation of BMPs for erosion and sediment control, and stormwater treatment is
required by the CPDS stormwater regulations, and other regulatory guidance (see
Section 2). BMPs are to be included in the SWMPs prepared for construction projects (see
Section 4).

5.2 Planning
Planning for the inclusion of appropriate BMPs should occur early in the site development
process, and can be divided into four separate steps:

1. Site Assessment – Collect the information from the site regarding topography, soils,
drainage, vegetation, and other predominant features.   Also make note of any existing
erosion that is present.  Analyze the information to anticipate erosion and
sedimentation problems.

2. Avoidance and Minimization – Avoiding or minimizing disturbances on construction
sites are the best protection measures against erosion and sedimentation problems.
Inclusion of these measures will also decrease the amount of BMPs required during
construction.

3. Construction Scheduling and Phasing – Develop a construction schedule and phasing
plan that minimizes the amount of area exposed thus minimizing erosion and impacts
to the area from development.

4. SWMP – Develop and implement a SWMP that specifies effective BMPs, taking into
consideration the information generated from the site assessment and the construction
schedule and phasing.

5. Inspections and Maintenance – Inspection and maintenance of BMPs are required by
the SWMP. Evaluate the BMPs that will be implemented and allocate the necessary
resources to provide for timely and thorough inspections and maintenance.
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5.2.1 Site Assessment
Topography is the primary factor to be considered in determining the BMPs to be used at
the site. Soils, vegetation, and hydrologic features must also be taken into account.

Grading will determine the slope gradient and slope length. After grading is completed,
areas that remain exposed to precipitation and runoff will require the inclusion of additional
BMPs. The appropriate BMPs will be a function of the duration of exposure and whether
grading is interim or final.

Soil conditions should be assessed for erosion potential and suitability for revegetation.
However, a detailed analysis of soil-erosion potential is not necessary, because all soils will
be subject to erosion and can be generalized as equivalent for the design of BMPs.

Most vegetation will be removed from a construction site during clearing and grading
operations. An assessment of existing onsite vegetation is of limited use when post-
development landscaping and irrigation are planned, but can be useful in selecting grasses
when non-irrigated revegetation is intended. Analysis of soil is useful to determine fertilizer
requirements for vegetation establishment.

Analysis of streams and other hydrologic features of a site are important in the design of
BMPs. The drainage basins upslope and within the site should be assessed. The
configuration of hillslope areas and drainageways, in the context of planned roads and
buildings, will determine the necessary erosion and sediment controls. The location of
permanent drainage channels and other elements of the drainage system should be defined
as part of the plan.

5.2.2 Avoidance and Minimization
Vegetation is the most effective way to control erosion, and disturbing soil removes this
natural protective measure. Avoiding disturbance is the optimal measure to control erosion
and sedimentation. Only clear and grub portions of the site that are necessary for
construction, and preserve as much of the existing vegetation as possible. Preserve trees,
bushes, and strips of natural vegetation in the area of construction. These natural elements
serve to help hold soil particles in place, absorb the impact of rainfall, encourage infiltration,
and slow the velocity of runoff.

Measures to avoid or minimize soil disturbances should be incorporated as early as the
design phase of the project. Avoidance and minimization reduces the need for structural
BMPs. Examples of avoidance and minimization measures include:

• Provide a clear span bridge over a receiving water.

• Install retaining walls adjacent to sensitive areas to avoid impact.

• Provide designated entries and exits as part of work access plan to the extent of land
disturbance.

• Divert offsite runoff away from construction areas.

• Define areas of existing vegetation for protection on the plans.

• Design roadway alignments to minimize impacts to sensitive areas.
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• Prohibit staging and stockpiling material in wetlands and threaten and endangered
habitats.

5.2.3 Construction Scheduling and Phasing
This involves developing a construction schedule and phasing plan that minimizes the
amount of erosion created by the development.  Limiting the amount of soil exposed will
result in the least impact to the area.

A construction schedule should be developed that takes into consideration the seasons and
periods of heaviest precipitation.  The schedule should also consider the available planting
season to avoid having significant amount of exposed areas prior to the winter season when
planting opportunities are limited.

In addition to scheduling, consideration must be given to phasing the project. CDOT
Standard Specifications limit disturbed areas to 34 acres, including 17 acres for earthwork
operations and 17 acres for clearing and grubbing.  The phase the construction project
should be phased conform to this requirement as well as to minimize the amount of exposed
areas. This includes providing permanent stabilization for disturbed areas prior to
progressing to the next stage of construction.

5.2.4 Stormwater Management Plan
The next step in the process is to develop and implement the SWMP for the construction
site. The SWMP is typically prepared during the design phase of the project, and guidelines
are included in Chapter 4. The SWMP should be modified by the contractor as necessary to
reflect actual site conditions.  Implementation of the SWMP will only be successful if the
appropriate BMPs are utilized and their effectiveness is monitored. Therefore, SWMPs must
be modified to conform to the construction site conditions.

5.2.5 Inspection and Maintenance
Inspection and maintenance are as important to pollution prevention as proper planning
and design. The inspections will be used to determine whether the appropriate BMPs have
been implemented, and whether maintenance or repair is required. The frequency and types
of inspections are outlined in Chapters 2 and 4.

5.3 Elements of Best Management Practices
The objective of erosion control is to limit the amount of erosion occurring on disturbed
areas until the site is stabilized. The objective of sediment control is to capture the soil that
has been eroded before it leaves the construction site. Despite the use of both erosion and
sediment control measures, it is recognized that some amount of sediment could remain in
runoff leaving the construction site. This should be minimized.

The BMPs for a site are usually comprised of five major elements:

• Erosion Control
• Sediment Control
• Materials Handling and Spill Prevention
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• Waste Management
• General Pollution Prevention Measures

Erosion controls are surface treatments that stabilize soil exposed by excavation or grading.
Erosion control measures are referred to as source controls.

Sediment controls capture soil that has been eroded. Soil particles suspended in runoff can be
filtered through a porous media or deposited by slowing the flow and allowing the natural
process of sedimentation to occur. Sediment controls are measures implemented when
erosion has occurred.

Materials Handling and Spill Prevention are measures implemented to minimize or prevent
contamination of the natural resources present from materials stored on construction sites.

Waste Management are measures implemented to minimize or prevent contamination of the
natural resources present from waste materials.

General Pollution Prevention BMPs are implemented to minimize or prevent general
contamination of the construction site and natural resources present.

Table 5.1 provides a summary of the stormwater quality management BMPs to consider and
included in this Guide.

TABLE 5.1
Stormwater Quality Management BMPs

BMP Name BMP Number, Page

Erosion Control BMPs (EC)

Seeding EC 1, Page 5-8

Mulching EC 2, Page 5-10

Mulch Tackifier EC 3, Page 5-12

Soil Binder EC 4, Page 5-13

Erosion Control Blankets EC 5, Page 5-14

Turf Reinforcement Mats EC 6, Page 5-19

Embankment Protector EC 7, Page 5-22

Berm/Diversion EC 8, Page 5-26

Check Dams EC 9, Page 5-29

Outlet Protection EC 10, Page 5-34

Temporary Drainage Swale EC 11, Page 5-36

Grading Techniques EC 12, Page 5-37

Sediment Control BMPs (SC)

Erosion Bale SC 1, Page 5-41

Erosion Logs SC 2, Page 5-44
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BMP Name BMP Number, Page

Silt Fence SC 3, Page 5-47

Storm Drain Inlet Protection SC 4, Page 5-52

Sediment Trap SC 5, Page 5-56

Sediment Basin SC 6, Page 5-59

Dewatering Structure SC 7, Page 5-65

Stabilized Construction Entrance SC 8, Page 5-67

Brush Barrier SC 9, Page 5-69

Gravel Barrier SC 10, Page 5-71

Silt Barrier SC 11, Page 5-72

Materials Handling and Spill Prevention BMPs (MH)

Stockpile Management MH 1, Page 5-76

Material Management MH 2, Page 5-77

Material Use MH 3, Page 5-79

Spill Prevention and Control MH 4, Page 5-81

Waste Management BMPs (WM)

Concrete Waste Management WM 1, Page 5-86

Solid Waste Management WM 2, Page 5-89

Sanitary and Septic Waste Management WM 3, Page 5-91

Liquid Waste Management WM 4, Page 5-92

Hazardous Waste Management WM 5, Page 5-94

Contaminated Waste Management WM 6, Page 5-97

General Pollution Prevention BMPs (GP)

Dewatering Operations GP 1, Page 5-100

Temporary Stream Crossing GP 2, Page 5-102

Clear Water Diversion GP 3, Page 5-106

Non-Stormwater Discharge Management GP 4, Page 5-108

Wind Erosion Control GP 5, Page 5-109

Paving Operations GP 6, Page 5-110

Street Sweeping and Vacuuming GP 7, Page 5-112

Vehicle and Equipment Management GP 8, Page 5-113
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5.4 Selection of Controls
Implementation of BMPs will be successful if used appropriately, taking into account a
number of factors. The following are guidelines recommended in determining the
appropriate BMPs for the site:

1. Determine the limits of clearing and grubbing. If the entire site will not undergo
excavation and grading, the boundaries of cut-and-fill operations should be defined.
Buffer strips of natural vegetation may be utilized as a control measure.

2. Define the layout of buildings and roads. - This will have been decided previously as
part of the general development plan. If building layout is not final, the road areas
stabilized with pavement and the drainage features related to roads should be defined
as they relate to the plan.

3. Determine permanent drainage features. - The location of permanent channels, storm
sewers, roadside swales, and stormwater quality controls such as ponds, wetlands,
grassed-lined swales, buffer strips, and areas of porous pavement, if known, should be
defined.

4. Determine extent of temporary channel diversions. -  If permanent channel
improvements are a part of the plan, the route, sizing, and lining needed for temporary
channel diversions should be determined. Location and type of temporary channel
crossings can be assessed.

5. Determine the boundaries of watersheds. - The size of drainage basins will determine
the types of sediment controls to be used. Areas located offsite that contribute overland
flow runoff must be assessed. Measures to limit the size of upland overland flow areas,
such as diversion dikes, may be initially considered at this stage.

6. Select erosion controls. - All areas exposed will require a control measure be defined
dependent on the duration of exposure. These can be selected based on the schedule of
construction.

7. Select sediment controls. - Areas greater than 5 acres will require the installation of
sediment basins. Consideration can be given to dividing large drainage basins into
subareas, each served by a sediment basin.

8. Determine staging areas. - The schedule of construction will determine what areas must
be disturbed at various stages throughout the development plan. The opportunity for
staging cut-and-fill operations to minimize the period of exposure of soils can be
assessed. The sequence for installing sediment controls and erosion controls can also be
determined at this time.

9. Identify locations of topsoil and other stockpiles.

10. Identify location of construction roads, access points, and material storage areas.
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Erosion Control BMPs
 Seeding
 Mulching

 Mulch tackifier

 Soil Binder

 Erosion Control Blankets

 Turf Reinforcement Mats

 Embankment Protector

 Berm/Diversion

 Check Dams

 Outlet Protection

 Temporary Drainage Swale

 Grading Techniques

5.5 Erosion Control

Erosion and sedimentation processes during and after construction or maintenance
activities (including highway construction and maintenance) can result in adverse impacts
to the environment. These adverse impacts can be minimized through proper application of
BMPs.

The first line of defense is to prevent erosion, which is accomplished by protecting the soil
surface from raindrop impact and overland flow of runoff. Soil stabilization is a common
and effective practice used to minimize erosion. Common practices include establishing new
vegetation, maintaining and protecting existing vegetative cover over soils, and techniques
to minimize erosion over disturbed soils where establishing a cover is not practical or
possible.

Soil stabilization practices reduce the potential for erosion by:

• Absorbing the kinetic energy of raindrops
• Intercepting water so it can infiltrate into the ground
• Slowing the velocity of runoff
• Binding the sediments in the root layer

Soil stabilization practices are key practices, since the most cost-effective measure for
erosion and sediment control is the prevention of erosion.  This section discusses the most
common erosion control BMPs.
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EC 1: Seeding

Description

Grass and forb species planted for temporary or permanent cover on
disturbed surfaces.

Applications

• Used for temporary cover when a disturbed area (i.e., detour slopes) will
be left in place for more than 3 months.

• Used as permanent cover on disturbed soils.
• Used to improve wildlife habitat and aesthetics.

Limitations

• Seeding should not be applied when the ground is frozen or during the
summer when moisture is not available to the seed.

Design
Guidelines

• Appropriate native seed mix must be selected by determining soil type,
precipitation, elevation, and aspect of site.  If possible, identify native
plant material that currently exists on site. CDOT landscape architect
should be consulted for seed mix or for seed mix approvals.

• Provide a mix with a minimum of 6 native cool and warm season, bunch
and sod forming grasses.   Provide 80 to 100 pure live seed per square
foot when evenly applied by a drill seeder.
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• Jobs with landscaping and federal financial participation shall include
wildflowers in the mix.

• Non-native species (i.e., oats, millet, winter wheat) may be used for a
temporary nurse crop. Non-native species may be used for irrigated lawn
areas.

• Provide for multiple mobilizations for seeding.

Installation

• Weights, seed species, and percentage of purity and germination must be
checked prior to seeding.

TABLE EC 1.1
Seeding Season

Zone Spring Seeding Fall Seeding
Below 6000’ Spring thaw to June 1st September 1st until consistent

ground freeze
6000’ to 7000’ Spring thaw to June 15th August 15th until consistent ground

freeze
7000’ to 8000’ Spring thaw to July 1st August 1st until consistent ground

freeze
Above 8000’ Spring thaw to consistent ground

freeze
Spring thaw to consistent ground
freeze

• Seeding in areas that are not irrigated should be restricted to the seasons
described in Table EC 1.1.  If seeding cannot be accomplished due to
seasonal constraints, apply mulch and mulch tackifier to the slopes for
temporary erosion control.  Maintain temporary mulch until permanent
seeding is allowed.

• Prior to permanent seeding prepare soil and, if required, incorporate
topsoil, amendments and fertilizer.

• Drill seed disturbed areas flatter than 2:1.
• Broadcast seed and rake into the soil on slopes 2:1 or steeper, double to

triple drill seeding rates.
• Hydroseed only where 20 inches per year or more of precipitation occur

and when slopes are 2:1 or steeper. Double to triple the hydroseeding
rates.

• Permanent and temporary seeding shall occur throughout construction.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspect seeded areas frequently.  If the seeded areas fail to establish,
provide adequate ground coverage or is disturbed, the area should be re-
seeded.
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EC 2: Mulching

Description
Application of plant residues to the soil surface.  Typically mulching material
includes certified weed free hay or straw, certified under the Colorado
Department of Agriculture Weed Free Forage Certification Program and
inspected as regulated by the Weed Free Forage Act, Title 35, Article 27.5,
CRS and wood cellulose fiber.

Applications

• Used in combination with mulch tackifier for temporary erosion
control (i.e., incomplete slopes, detour slopes, stockpiles).

• Used in combination with mulch tackifier for temporary erosion control
on slopes when seeding is not allowed due to seasonal constraints.

• Used to cover permanent or temporary seed areas.
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Limitations

• Hay may have limited availability in the spring.  When approved, straw
may be substituted at 2 tons per acre.

• Hydromulch with wood cellulose fibers shall be limited to operations
where precipitation is over 20 inches.

• Over spraying of hydromulch may result in erosion.
• Hydromulch shall not be done in the presence of free surface water.

Installation

• Mulch shall be applied at a rate of 1 ½ to 2 tons per acre.
• At a minimum, 50% of the mulch, by weight, should be 10 inches or more

in length.
• Depth of the applied mulch should not be less than 1 inch and mot more

than 2 inches.
• Applied mulch should be uniformly distributed so that no more than 10%

of the soil surface is exposed.
• Applied mulch should be anchored to the soil surface by using tackifier

and mechanically crimping immediately after mulching or at least within
4 hours.

• Apply hydromulch immediately after seeding. Hydromulch mixture shall
be applied at 2000 pounds per acre wood cellulose fiber mulch; 100
pounds per acre tackifier.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspect frequently and reapply mulching in areas where the mulching has
been loosened or removed.  Mulch tackifier must be applied with
additional applications of mulching.
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EC 3: Mulch Tackifier

Description An organic soluble powder adhesive used in the form of a water slurry to
adhere native hay, straw, hydromulch, or seed to a surface and together.
Derivative of plant material phyllium or Guar.

Applications
• Used in combination with a native forage material for mulching

applications.
• Used in combination with seed to adhere seed to soil.
• Used to adhere wood cellulose material (hydro mulch) to surface.
• Used to cover disturbances as temporary cover for wind erosion.

Limitations
• Temporary measure to hold mulch material until native seeding is

established.
• Product is water-soluble and must be reapplied 6-12 months after initial

application if plants have not stabilized soils.
• Do not apply during precipitation event or over snow.
• Do not apply where in areas of concentrated flow.

Design
Guidelines Design mixture as shown or as recommended by the manufacturer:

• 150-200 lbs of organic mulch tackifier per acre.
• 1,000 gallons of water per acre.
• 350 lbs of wood cellulose material per acre.

Installation • Apply within 4 hours of mulch application.
• Always apply in a liquid state.
• Can be applied in combination with organic fertilizers and humates.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Mulch movement indicates poor application and product mixture.
• Proper application will bond mulch material together and to soil.
• Inspect by touching mulch surface to determine if adhesion has

occurred.
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EC 4: Soil Binder

Description A polyacrlimide (PAM) soil conditioner applied to soil to reduce soil erosion.

Applications 
• Used as temporary soil stabilizer on disturbed areas.
• Used in conjunction with seeding, mulching and mulch tackifier to

reduce soil loss and encourage vegetation establishment.

Limitations
• Temporary measure to reduce soil loss.
• Product must be reapplied 6-12 months after initial application.  If used in

conjunction with seeding, reapply every 6-12 months until vegetation is
established.

• Do not use as a mulch tackifier.
• PAM products must have enough soil penetration to be an effective

adhesive material.

Design
Guidelines

Mixture Application rate:
• 10-20 lbs per acre
• Mix with water and agitate.

Materials
• Minimum 12-15 mg/mol and charge density of 8-35%.
• Use anionic PAM.
• Use emulsion formulas for applications with water trucks

Installation
• Mix in water truck or hydroseeder and apply in a liquid state.
• Apply over roughened soil surface.
• Can be applied in combination with organic fertilizers and humates.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Rill erosion indicates poor product mixture and/or application.   Reapply
if rill erosion is present.

• Reapply atleast every 6 to12 months or when the surface has been
disturbed.
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EC 5: Erosion Control Blankets

Description Organic or synthetic
blankets installed on
steep lopes or channels
to prevent erosion until
final vegetation is
established.

Applications 
• Used to control

erosion and promote
the establishment of
vegetation.

• Used to protect
channels against
erosion from concentrated runoff.  Also refer to EC 6, Turf Reinforcement
Mats, for additional types of erosion protection for areas with
concentrated runoff.

• Used as a temporary feature.
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Limitations
• Blankets used on slopes should be biodegradable, or photodegradable,

non-toxic to vegetation or germination of seed, and non-toxic or injurious
to humans.

• Do not use on slopes where vegetation is already established.
• Use on slopes 2:1 or steeper.  Also use in locations with 3:1 slopes facing

south or west.  Product must be reapplied 6-12 months after initial
application.  If used in conjunction with seeding, reapply every 6-12
months until vegetation is established.

Design
Guidelines

• For slope applications, selection of the appropriate material will depend
on the amount of runoff, steepness of the slope, flow velocities, cost, ease
of installation, type of soils, shear stress, and past experience.

• For channel applications, selection will be based mainly on shear stress.
Refer to EC 6 for additional selections.

• Table EC 5.1 indicates dome recommended criteria for the selection of
erosion control blankets.

TABLE EC 5.1
Seeding Season

Condition Blanket Type
Slopes 2:1 or Steeper Straw Blanket

Straw/coconut blanket
Synthetic Blanket
Wood Fiber Blanket (excelsior)

Erosive soil (sand) or slopes
receiving sheet flow from
roadway surface runoff

Straw Blanket
Straw/coconut blanket
Synthetic blanket

Materials
• Combination Blankets:  Consists of a photodegradable plastic netting

which covers, and is entwined, in a natural organic or man-made
mulching material.  The mulching material can be wood-fiber, excelsior,
straw, coconut fiber, manmade fiber, or a combination of the same.  Some
existing combinations are 100% coconut fiber, or 70% agricultural straw
and 30% coconut fiber, or 100% agricultural straw.

• Jute mesh:  Consists of a mat lining woven of undyed and unbleached
jute yarn.  Varies from 1/8” to ¼” in diameter.  The mat weighs
approximately 0.80 lbs per square yard, with openings about 3/8” by ¾”.
It can be used with or without straw underlay.

• Soil reinforcement mats:  Formed by three-dimensional structures of
entangled nylon monofilaments, melt-bonded at their intersections.
These mats must be capable of maintaining its shape, and  are generally
highly resistant to environmental and ultraviolet degradation.
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Installation
• Areas where the blanket is to be used shall be properly prepared,

fertilized, and seeded before the blanket is placed.
• Installation of the blankets shall be in accordance with the manufacturer’s

recommendations.
• The blanket shall be placed smoothly but loosely on the soil surface

without stretching.
• Pins and staples shall be made of wire 0.162 inch or larger in diameter.

“U” shaped staples shall have legs 8” long, and a 1” crown.  “T” shaped
pins shall have a minimum length of 8”.  The bar  of the “T” shall be at
least 4” long.  Triangular survey stakes can also be used (see Figure 5.1).

• Staples shall be inserted in a pattern according to the manufacturer’s
recommendation.

• The upslope end of the blanket shall be buried in a trench 6” by 6” deep
beyond the crest of the slope to avoid undercutting (see Figure EC 5.2).

• For slope applications, there shall be at least a 6” overlap wherever one
roll of blanket ends and another begins, with the uphill blanket placed on
top of the downhill blanket (see Figure EC 5.2).

• There shall be at least a 4” overlap wherever two widths of blanket are
applied side by side (see Figure EC 5.2).

• In channels, the blanket shall be buried at terminal ends and every 35’ in
a trench 6” deep by 6” wide.  Before backfilling, staples shall be placed
across the width of the trench spaced at 6” on center in a zigzag pattern.
The trench shall then be backfilled to grade and compacted by foot
tamping.

   FIGURE EC 5.1
          Erosion Control Blanket Anchors
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FIGURE EC 5.2
Erosion Control Blanket Installation
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Maintenance
and Inspection

• Re-anchor loosened matting and replace missing matting and staples as
required.

• Inspection shall be performed periodically especially after a storm event
that results in runoff, and any required repairs or maintenance shall be
executed immediately.
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EC 6: Turf Reinforcement Mats (TRM)

Description A rolled
permanent erosion
control product
composed of UV-
stabilized, non-
degradable,
synthetic materials
(which may
include an organic,
biodegradable fiber
component)
processed into a
three-dimensional
matrix.

Applications
• Used in ditches, swales, channels, and slopes where design discharges

exert velocities and shear stresses that exceed the limits of mature, natural
vegetation to prevent erosion.

• Used in transition areas before and after hard armor (i.e., riprap, concrete,
asphalt etc.) to provide for stable and non-erosive transition.

Limitations
• In an unvegetated state, velocities should not exceed 14 ft/sec maximum

or the limitations provided by the manufacturer.

• In a vegetated state, velocities should not exceed 25 ft/sec maximum or
the limitations provided by the manufacturer.

• Maximum slope is dictated by the soil stability and above referenced
limited velocity and shear stress limitations.

• Soils must be conducive to the establishment of vegetation.

Design
Guidelines

• TRM may be installed as either an on-the-surface or soil-loaded system
(for surface, see Figure EC 5.1; for soil-loaded, see Figure EC 5.2).

• TRM shall be unrolled in direction of flow with edges overlapped a
minimum of 4 inches and end of rolls overlapped a minimum of 6 inches.

• Anchors for the TRM should be per manufacturer’s recommendations for
the particular TRM application and no less than two per square yard.
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• TRM shall extend 2 feet minimum above the design maximum flow line
in ditches, swales, and channels.

• Unless the TRM is anchored by a hard armor application, the leading
edge of the TRM shall be buried and anchored per Figure EC 5.3.

• Soil-loaded system shall have no more than 1.5 to 2 inches of soil applied
on the TRM.

FIGURE EC 6.1 FIGURE EC 6.2
TRM in Ditch Application (CDOT18) TRM in Ditch Application with Mesh/Burlap Socks (CDOT18)

FIGURE EC 6.3
Trenching of TRM (CDOT18)
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Installation
• All vegetation, roots, rocks, and other objectionable material shall be

removed and disposed of so as not to create loss of soil contact by the
TRM when installed.

• If TRM is not soil loaded, apply seed, soil amendments, etc. before
installing TRM.

• If the TRM is soil loaded, follow installation of the TRM with seed and
soil amendments.  After soil loading the TRM, install an erosion control
blanket as shown in Figure EC 6.2.  Install the erosion control blankets in
accordance with the manufacturers recommendation.  General guidelines
are included in BMP EC 5: Erosion Control Blankets.

• If mesh/burlap socks are used in conjunction with the soil-loaded system,
they should be placed before the erosion control blanket and after soil
loading. The erosion control blankets should be unrolled and closely
stapled to the upper edge of the mesh/burlap sock; unrolled tightly over
the mesh/burlap sock and stapled closely at the lower edge; and then
continuously unrolled (see Figure EC 6.3).

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Re-anchor loosened matting and replace missing matting and staples as
required.

• Inspection shall be performed periodically especially after a storm event
that results in runoff, and any required repairs or maintenance shall be
executed immediately.
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EC 7: Embankment Protector

Description A conduit or chute
used for drainage
conveyance down
slopes.

Applications
• Used to convey

concentrated
runoff from the
top to bottom of
slopes.

• Used as a
temporary
measure.

Limitations
• Embankment

protectors used
along unstabilized
slopes will be
limited to
tributary drainage areas of 2 acres or less. Tributary areas between 2 and
5 acres are feasible provided the slopes are stabilized.

• Open-chute drains shall be used only on straight alignment.

• Embankment Protectors shall be placed only on well compacted stable
slopes.

Design
Guidelines

• Open-chute embankment protectors must be designed by an engineer.
The design should provide for adequate protection of the slopes and
upstream and downstream areas. The selection of a design frequency
should be relative to the life of the BMP, upstream and downstream
conditions, and the hazards involved.

• Design criteria are provided for pipe embankment protectors in
Table EC 7.1 for various contributing areas. For contributing areas not
specified in Table EC 7.1, an engineering design is required.
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TABLE EC 7.1
Pipe Embankment Protectors Design Criteria

Maximum Drainage area (acres) Pipe Diameter (inches)

< 1.5 12

< 5 18

< 10 24

Materials
• The embankment protectors shall consist of heavy-duty material

designed and suitable for the purpose. Figure EC 7.1 shows some
examples.

FIGURE EC 7.1
Slope Drains (CDOT18)

Installation
• The inlet of the embankment protectors shall be protected to prevent

erosion. For pipe embankment protectors, an end section with a short
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section of pipe through a berm creates the most satisfactory inlet. Height
of berm at the inlet of the pipe shall be at least two pipe diameters as
measured from the invert from the pipe (see Figure EC 7.2).

       FIGURE EC 7.2
                                                Pipe Slope Drain (CDOT18)

For chutes as shown in Figure EC 7.1, a channeled section should be
provided at the inlet. Minimum freeboard of 6 inches must be provided.

The berm or channeled section of the embankment protector should be
lined with rock. Placement of a geotextile under the rock may be
considered to minimize migration of fines. The geotextile shall extend 5
feet in front of the inlet and be keyed in 6 inches on all sides. The earthen
berm and soil under the entrance section shall be compacted in 8-inch lifts
to prevent seepage and failure.

• Pipe embankment protectors shall be securely fastened together and have
water-tight fittings. The pipe sections shall be securely anchored to the
slope. Minimum pipe size shall be 12 inches nominal.
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• Adequate outlet protection must be provide to ensure discharges from
the embankment protector does not cause erosion. Rock outlet protection
(BMP EC 10) should be considered.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• After each significant rainfall, embankment protectors should be
inspected for erosion and accumulation of debris at the inlet and outlet.
Debris should be removed and areas with erosion should be stabilized
immediately.

• Embankment protectors composed of pipes should be inspected for
breaks or clogs in the pipe.  Open chute protectors should be inspected
for undercutting.  Required repairs should be provided immediately

• Embankment protectors should be removed when their useful life has
been completed. The area beneath and adjacent to the embankment
protectors should be seeded and mulched immediately after removal.
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EC 8: Berm/Diversion

Description A temporary berm or ridge made of soil (or coarse aggregate), with or
without a diversion channel.

Applications
• Used to intercept and divert runoff to desired location such as towards a

sediment trap or a slope drain.

• Used to divert runoff from areas where it might damage property, cause
erosion, or interfere with the establishment of vegetation.

• Used along the top edges of cuts and fills to protect the embankment.

• Used as a temporary feature.

Limitations
• Berms to intercept and divert runoff should not be used where the

drainage area exceeds 10 acres.

• Should not be used in areas with slopes steeper than 10 percent.

Design
Guidelines

Location
• Appropriate location should be determined by considering outlet

conditions, topography, land use, soil type, length of slope, and areas
where seepage might be a problem.

Berm
• Berms shall have a minimum height of 18 inches, side slopes of 2:1 or

flatter, and a minimum base width of 4.5 feet (see Figure EC 8.1).

Diversion channel
• The diversion channel shall have a minimum capacity to convey the

runoff expected from a 2-year frequency storm. Diversions to protect
homes, schools, industrial buildings, roads, parking lots, and comparable
high risk areas, as well as those intended to function in connection with
other structures, shall have sufficient capacity to carry peak runoff
expected from a storm frequency consistent with the hazard involved.

• Design channel in accordance with the CDOT Drainage Design Manual.

• The minimum freeboard shall be 6 inches.

• The geometry may be parabolic, trapezoidal, or V-shaped (see
Figure EC 8.1).
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FIGURE EC 8.1
Berm/Diversion Geometry (Adapted from VEaSCH28)

6” FREE BOARD

18”

6” FREE BOARD

6” FREE BOARD

4.5’ MIN
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Materials
• Berms and diversions should be constructed of compacted soil or coarse

aggregate.

Installation
• All berms shall have an uninterrupted positive grade to a stabilized

outlet. The outlet should be capable of conveying concentrated runoff
into an undisturbed, stabilized area at a non-erosive velocity.

• Berms shall be compacted as needed to prevent unequal settlement.

• Diversion channels shall be excavated or shaped to line, grade, and cross-
section as indicated in the plans and as required to meet the criteria as
specified.

• All trees, brush, stumps, obstructions, and other objectionable material
shall be removed and disposed of so as not to interfere with the proper
functioning of the diversion.

• Berms and diversion channels should be stabilized with riprap, turf
reinforcement or appropriate measure for protection against erosion and
failure.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspection and maintenance must be provided periodically and after each
rain or snowfall event that causes runoff.

• Sediments accumulated against the berm should be removed periodically
and properly disposed of.

• Erosion along the berm should be repaired with the stabilization measure
re-established.
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EC 9: Check Dams

Description Small dams constructed
across a swale or drainage
ditch.

Applications
• Used for the purpose

of reducing the
velocity of
concentrated
stormwater flows to
non-erosive velocities,
thereby reducing
erosion in swales or
ditches.

• Used on temporary or
permanent ditches or
swales to reduce
erosion.

• Used in borrow ditches until vegetative cover is established.

• Used as a temporary feature.

Limitations
• Use only in small open channels which drain 10 acres or less.

• Do not use in continuous flow streams.

• Should not be used as a primary sediment trapping device.

Design
Guidelines

Location
• The check dam should be placed in reasonably straight ditch sections to

minimize the potential for erosion in the channel bend.

• In locating the check dam, consideration should be given to the effects
and reach of the impounded water and sediment.

General criteria
• Standard check dams are 2 feet high with 2:1 side slopes and a weir

section at the center of the dam at least 6 inches lower than the existing
ground at the outer edges of the check dams. These dimensions may be
modified based on individual needs (see Figure EC 9.1).
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FIGURE EC 9.1
Rock Check Dam (CDOT18)

• A 2-year or larger storm should safely flow over the check dam without
an increase in upstream flooding or destruction of the check dam.

• The maximum height of the check dam at the center should not exceed
2 feet or one-half the depth of the ditch or swale. The check dam shall be
wide enough to reach from bank to bank of the ditch or swale.
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• As a general rule, the maximum spacing between dams should be such
that the toe of the upstream dam is at the same elevation as the top of the
downstream dam (see Figure EC 9.1). Based on this criteria alone,
recommended spacing for a 2 feet high check dam given various channel
slopes are included in Table 5.5 below.

TABLE EC 9.1
Check Dam Spacing

Slope 2 percent 3 percent 4 percent 5 percent 6 percent

Spacing (ft) 100 67 50 40 33

• If using the above criteria results in the check dams being too close
together, a second criteria can be used. This criteria involves calculating
the adjusted slope required to reduce the flow velocity to non-erosive
rates. The adjusted slope can be calculated using a form of Manning’s
equation:

2

3/249.1
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where:

=aS Adjusted channel slope, ft/ft

=eV Permissible velocity for native grass, 4 ft/s.

=n Manning’s roughness coefficient

=R Hydraulic radius, ft = Cross section flow area/wetted perimeter

Note: Applies to Froude number < 0.5.

The required spacing will the be determined as:

aSS
YX
−

=

where:

=X Check dam spacing, ft

=Y Check dam height, ft

=S Natural channel slope, ft/ft

Materials
• Check dams should be constructed of 4- to 6-inch stone. Hand or

mechanical placement will be necessary to achieve complete coverage of
the ditch or swale and to insure that the center of the dam is lower than
the edges.
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• Erosion bales and other types of materials can be considered for check
dams. Erosion bale check dams will be used only as temporary erosion
control measures.

Installation
• A weir section shall be located at the center of the dam. This weir shall be

at least 6 inches lower than the outer edges as shown in Figure EC 9.2.

• Check dams should be keyed into the sides and bottom of the channel,
minimum of 4- to 6-inches.

• Erosion bales used as check dams must be placed in rows, lengthwise,
oriented perpendicular to the contour, with ends of adjacent bales tightly
abutting one another as shown in Figure EC 9.2.

• The maximum spacing between barriers should be such that the toe of the
upstream barrier is at the same elevation as the top of the downstream
barrier (see Figure EC 9.2).

Maintenance
and Inspection

• While this practice is not intended to be used primarily for sediment
trapping, some sediment will accumulate behind the check dams. After
each significant rainfall, check dams should be inspected for sediment
and debris.  Sediment should be removed from behind the check dams
when it has accumulated to one-half of the original height of the dam and
properly disposed of.

• Inspect for erosion along the edges of the check dams and repair as
required immediately.
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• Check dams should be removed when their useful life has been
completed. In temporary ditches and swales, check dams should be
removed and the ditch filled in when it is no longer needed. In the case of
grass-lined ditches, check dams should be removed when the grass has
matured sufficiently to protect the ditch or swale. The area beneath the
check dams should be seeded and mulched immediately after the check
dams are removed.

  FIGURE EC 9.2
  Erosion Bale Check Dams (CDOT18)
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EC 10: Outlet Protection

Description A structurally lined apron
(generally with riprap,
grouted riprap, or
concrete) placed at the
outlet of pipes or paved
channel sections.

Applications
• Used as an energy-

dissipation device to
prevent scour and
erosion at the outlet by
reducing the velocity
and energy of
concentrated flow.

• Used as a temporary
feature.

Limitations
• Do not use where the flow is excessive for the economical use of an

apron. Excavated stilling basins may be used as an option. Criteria for the
design of stilling basins is available from the Bureau of Reclamation34.
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Design
Guidelines

• Outlet flow velocity must not exceed the permissible velocity of the
receiving channel. Outlet protection is required when the permissible
velocity of the receiving channel is exceeded.

• Grade of the apron shall be 0.0 percent. The apron length will be
determined based on the outlet flow rate and the tailwater level. The
apron width will be determined based on the tailwater condition and
whether the discharge is into a well-defined channel or onto a flat area
with no defined channel. The apron shall be located so as to avoid bends
in the horizontal alignment.  The outlet protection shall be installed
immediately upon construction of the pipes or channel sections.

• The apron may be lined with riprap, grouted riprap or concrete. Riprap
size will be a function of the outlet flow rate, flow velocity, and the
tailwater level.

• Specific design guidelines for outlet protection can be found in the
Energy Dissipation Chapter of CDOT’s Drainage Design Manual or in:

− Hydraulic Design of Energy Dissipaters for Culverts and Channels,
Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 14, U.S. Department of
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration.

− Hydraulic Design of Stilling Basins and Energy Dissipaters,
Engineering Monograph No. 25, U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Reclamation.

Installation
• Gradation, quality, and placement of riprap shall conform to Section 506

of CDOT’s Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction.

• Stone shall be placed homogeneously and to the full-course thickness in
one operation; displacement of underlying materials shall be avoided.

• A geotextile, or a granular filter, should always be included and placed
between the riprap and the underlying soil. The geotextile is used to
prevent soil movement into and through the riprap. The geotextile
material to be used shall conform to Section 420 of CDOT’s Standard
Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction.

• The geotextile shall be protected from punching, cutting, or tearing.
Overlaps between two pieces of geotextile shall be 1 foot minimum.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspection shall be performed after high flows for scour and dislodged
stones. Repairs shall be made immediately.
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EC 11: Temporary Drainage Swale

Description Temporary drainage swales are implemented to intercept, divert, collect
surface runoff, and convey the accumulated runoff to acceptable outlet points
in order to prevent sediment from entering the storm drainage system.

Applications
• Along the bottom or mid-slope of steep grades to intercept sheet flow and

direct the concentrated runoff towards an acceptable outlet point.

• At the top of slopes to divert and direct offsite runoff from adjacent
slopes.

• Along roads to intercept and convey runoff.

• Can be used as an alternative to silt fences.

Limitations
• May be necessary to implement other sediment control measures along

with swales to control erosion.

• Swales are not effective sediment trapping measures.

Standards and
Specifications

• Drainage swales shall be sized according to design procedures outlined in
the CDOT Design Drainage Manual.

• At a minimum, the swale should conform to predevelopment drainage
patterns.

• Provide stabilized drainage channels and outlets.

• Permanent dikes and swales should be installed where possible.

• Do not use to divert runoff from highway right-of-way onto adjacent
properties.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspect temporary swales weekly and after rainfall and snowfall events
for washouts, lost riprap, damaged lining, erosion, and accumulation of
debris and sediment in the swale. Repair damaged sediment control
measures and remove accumulated sediment as soon as possible.

• Remove temporary sediment control measures once the project areas has
been stabilized.
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EC 12: Grading Techniques

Description Soil surface roughening,
terracing and rounding at
tops of cuts, transitions, and
roadway ditches to facilitate
plant establishment and
minimize soil erosion.

Applications
• Used to temporarily

stabilize disturbed areas
and protect from wind
and water erosion.

• Used as a temporary
practice during construction.

Installation
• Round channel bottoms to avoid V-shaped ditches and top of cut of cut

slopes.

• Avoid angles in cut-and-fill transition areas by rounding transition line.

• Roughen, terrace, scarify or disc parallel to the contours.  Scarify or disc
to maintain 1- to 3-inch minimum variation in soil surface.
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• Grading techniques are BMPs that must be implemented in conjunction
with other BMPs such as mulching or soil binders.  Use of only grading
techniques are not adequate erosion control BMPs.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspection and maintenance must be provided periodically and after each
rain or snowfall event that causes runoff to ensure roughed state is
maintained.

• Rills developed should be filled and the area re-graded immediately .

FIGURE EC 12.1
Slope Rounding Flatter than 2:1(CDOT18)
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FIGURE EC 12.2
Slope Rounding 2:1 or Steeper (CDOT18)
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5.6 Sediment Control

Sites exposed to wind, rain, and snow can be susceptible to  soil erosion and subsequent
sedimentation. Sedimentation results when soil particles are suspended in surface runoff or
wind and are deposited in streams and other water bodies.

Erosion can be accelerated by vegetation removal, earthwork activities, changing natural
drainage patterns, and by covering the ground with impermeable surfaces. It is important to
recognize that the optimal BMP is to prevent or minimize erosion by proper planning and
the use of the erosion control practices identified in Section 5.5. However, erosion is
inevitable to some extent on construction sites. Therefore, anticipating sedimentation and
providing for a secondary line of defense by implementing sediment control BMPs is good
planning. Sediment control BMPs are intended to intercept, slow, or detain the flow of
storm water to allow sediment to settle and be trapped.

Following are some of the most common sediment control BMPs.

Sediment Control BMPs
 Erosion Bale

 Erosion Logs

 Silt Fence

 Storm Drain Inlet Protection

 Sediment Trap

 Sediment Basin

 Dewatering Structure

 Stabilized Construction
Entrance

 Brush Barrier

 Gravel Barrier

 Silt Barrier
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SC 1: Erosion Bale

Description A temporary sediment barrier
consisting of a row of
entrenched and anchored straw,
or hay bales.

Applications
• Used as temporary sediment

barriers and filters along the
toe of fills or around inlets.

Limitations
• Do not use along toe of fills

where the size of the
drainage area is greater than
one-quarter acre per 100 feet
of barrier length; maximum
slope length and gradient
behind the barrier is 100 feet
and 50 percent (2:1),
respectively.

• Do not use where effectiveness is required for more than 3 months.
Useful life of erosion bale is approximately 1 year; the bales may have to
be replaced one or more times during construction.

• Under no circumstances should erosion bale be constructed in flowing
streams or in swales where flows are likely to exceed 1 cfs, and where the
contributing drainage area is greater than 1 acre.

• Not to be used where the control of sediment is critical; in high-risk areas;
in areas where they cannot be entrenched as required and firmly
anchored; and areas where ponded water could flow onto the roadway.

Installation
• The erosion bale must be entrenched and backfilled. A trench should be

excavated the width of a bale and the length of the proposed barrier to a
minimum depth of 4 inches. After the bales are staked, the excavated soil
must be backfilled against the barrier. Backfill soil should conform to the
ground level on the downhill side and should be built up to 4 inches
against the uphill side of the barrier.

• Each bale must be securely anchored by at least two wooden stakes
driven toward the previously laid bale to force the bales together. Stakes
should be driven into the ground a minimum of 1 foot to securely anchor
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the bales. Stakes should have a minimum diameter or cross section of 2
inches. Reinforcing bars shall not be used in place of the wooden stake.

             FIGURE SC 1.1
           Erosion Bale Installation (CDOT18)

• All bales must be either wire-bound or string-tied, and they should be
installed so that bindings are oriented around the sides rather than along
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the tops and bottoms of the bales (in order to prevent deterioration of
bindings).

• The gaps between bales should be filled by wedging with straw to
prevent water from escaping between the bales. The main consideration
is to obtain tight joints. Erosion bales will not filter sediment or pond
water if the water is allowed to flow between, around, or under the bales.
Loose straw or hay scattered over the area immediately uphill from an
erosion bale barrier tends to increase barrier efficiency.

• Along toe of fills, install the erosion bales along a level contour and leave
enough area behind the barrier for runoff to pond and sediment to settle.
A minimum distance of 5 feet from toe of the fill is recommended.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Erosion bales deteriorate quickly and, therefore, inspections during
construction should be frequent. Repair or replacement should be made
promptly as needed.

• Erosion bales must be removed when they have served their usefulness.

• Trenches where erosion bales were located should be graded and
stabilized.

• Sediment accumulation against the erosion bale barrier shall be removed
when it reaches half the exposed bale height.   Sediments removed must
be properly disposed.

• Replace erosion bales as necessary but at a minimum of once each year.
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SC 2:  Erosion Logs

Description Erosion logs filled
with rock or other
filter material used
for erosion and
sediment control.

Applications  

• Used upstream
of curb inlets to
filter sediment
laden runoff.
Logs of various
length can be
accommodated
with multiple logs
installed in series.  Typical placement of a log is upstream of an inlet, in
the gutter flow line, and also at the entrance of an inlet.

• Used as check dams in ditches and swales for erosion control until
vegetative cover is established.

• Used as a temporary feature.

Limitations
• Logs are manufactured BMPs.  Refer to the manufacturer for guidelines

on limitations.

• Do not use in ditches and swales with continuous flow.

Material
• Several types of  logs exist.   A  “gravel” log  is typically a cylindrical

shaped filter with  ¼ inch mesh or burlap filter cover filled with ¾ inch
gravel.  Refer to the manufacturer for specific material specifications.

Installation
General installation guidelines are provided, however, refer to the
manufacturer for specific installation requirements.
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Installation for  Check Dam Applications
• When using as a check dam, it should be placed in straight sections to

minimize the potential for erosion in the channel bend.

Installation for  Curb Inlet Protection (Upstream of inlet)
• Logs will be used upgradient of inlet perpendicular to and flush with the

curb.
• The maximum height of the curb log should be less than the top of the

curb opening.  This is to allow overflows to occur during large rainfall
events even though sediment-laden runoff will enter the storm drainage
system.

• No less than two 10-inch diameter logs must be used in sequence, spaced
no more than five feet apart, upgradient of inlet.  No less than six logs
shall be used if the 4–inch log is chosen.

• Incline at 30 degrees from perpendicular, opposite the direction of flow.

Installation for Curb Inlet Protection (Entrance of inlet)
• Identify curb opening dimensions to determine how many logs are

required.
• Place the log(s) end-to-end along the curb inlet opening.
• Angle the ends of the log(s) towards the curb inlet opening.

FIGURE SC 2.1
Applications for Erosion Logs (CDOT18)
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Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspect logs daily for cuts, abrasions, and proper installation, replace or
reposition daily.  Remove sediment and dispose in a proper manner.

• Discontinue use if logs create a traffic hazard.
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SC 3: Silt Fence

Description A temporary vertical
barrier of filter fabric
attached to and supported
by posts and entrenched
into the ground.

Applications
• Used to intercept

sediment from
disturbed areas during
construction
operations.

• Used to filter sheet
flow.

• Typically used along
the toe of fills, in
transition areas between
cut and fills, and adjacent to streams.

• Also used around drop inlets as applicable (see BMP SC 4).

• Used as a temporary feature.
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FIGURE SC 3.1
Silt Fence Applications (CDOT18)
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Limitations
• Maximum drainage area is one-quarter acre per 100 feet of silt fence

length; the maximum slope length behind the barrier is 100 feet; and
the maximum gradient behind the barrier is 50 percent (2:1).

• Under no circumstances should silt fences be constructed in live
streams, swales, or ditches.

• On steep slopes, care should be given to placing the fence
perpendicular to the general direction of the flow.

• Silt fences should not be used in areas where rocky soils will prevent
keying in the filter fabric.

Materials
• The filter fabric shall conform to the requirements described in

Section 420 of CDOT’s Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge
Construction. Minimum height of the filter fabric shall be 36 inches.

• The use of joints should be minimized to improve the strength and
efficiency of the barrier.

• Posts for silt fences shall be metal or hard wood with a minimum
length of 42 inches. Wooden posts shall have a minimum diameter or
cross section of 1-¼ inches. Metal posts shall be “studded tee” or “U”
type with a minimum weight of 1.33 lbs/ft, and they shall be
protected against corrosion. Metal posts shall have projections for
fastening wire.

• When used, wire fence reinforcement for the filter fabric should be a
minimum of 36 inches in height and a minimum of 14 gauge, with a
maximum mesh spacing of 6 inches.

Installation
• Drive posts vertically into the ground to a minimum depth of 18

inches, and excavate a trench approximately 6 inches wide and 6
inches deep along the line of posts and upslope from the barrier (see
Figure SC 3.2). Not less than the bottom 1 foot of the filter fabric shall
be buried into this trench. The trench shall be backfilled and the soil
compacted.

• When joints are necessary, filter cloth shall be spliced together only at
a support post and securely sealed (see Figure SC 3.3 ).

• The filter materials shall be fastened securely to metal or wooden
posts using wire ties, or to the wood posts with ¾-inch long #9 heavy-
duty staples. The filter fabric shall not be stapled to existing trees.

• Posts shall be spaced a maximum of 10 feet apart. For channel flow
applications, the posts shall be spaced a maximum of 3 feet apart.
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              FIGURE SC 3.2
                            Silt Fence Installation (CDOT18)

• When used, the wire mesh support fence shall be fastened securely to
the upslope side of the posts using heavy-duty wire staples at least
3/4 inches long, tie wires, or hog rings. The wire shall extend into the
trench a minimum of 2 inches and shall not extend more than 36
inches above the original ground surface.

• Along the toe of fills, install the silt fence along a level contour and
provide an area behind the fence for runoff to pond and sediment to
settle. A minimum distance of 5 feet from the toe of the fill is
recommended.

• The height of the silt fence from the ground surface shall be minimum
of 24 inches and shall not exceed 36 inches; higher fences may
impound volumes of water sufficient to cause failure of the structure.
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FIGURE SC 3.3
Silt Fence Joints(CDOT18)

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Silt fences shall be periodically maintained to prevent sediment from
passing over or under the fence. Sediment shall be removed from
behind the silt fence when it accumulates to one-half the exposed
fabric height.   Sediments removed must be properly disposed.

• Silt fence damaged by wind or other factors should be promptly
repaired.

• Silt fences shall be removed when they have served their useful
purpose.  The area with the silt fences shall be stabilized after removal
of the fence.
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FIGURE SC 4.1 Drop Inlet Erosion Bale Filter(CDOT18)

SC 4: Storm Drain Inlet Protection

Description A barrier across or around a
storm drain drop inlet, a curb
inlet, or a culvert inlet.

Applications
• Used to intercept and

filter sediment-laden
runoff and prevent it
from entering storm
drainage systems.

• Used as a temporary
feature.

Limitations
• Not to be used in place of

a sediment-trapping
device; used as a
secondary control device.

• Do not use where ponded
water might flow onto
the roadway.

• Blocking of the inlet
should not be watertight.

Installation
Drop Inlet Erosion Bale Filter
• Construct a barrier

around the storm drain
inlet using erosion bales
(see Figure SC 4.1); see
BMP SC 1 for guidelines
on erosion bale
installation. Using silt
fence in lieu of erosion
bales is an alternative to
this type of inlet
protection. See BMP SC 3
for guidelines on silt
fence installation.
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FIGURE SC 4.3 Curb Inlet Block and Gravel Filter(CDOT18)

• Use only if the area
adjacent to the inlet
consists of soil. Do not
install on top of
pavement.

• Maximum allowable
drainage area is 1 acre.

• Sediment accumulated
against the erosion
bales shall be removed
when it has reached
half the height of the
exposed erosion bale.

• Applicable where the
inlet drains a relatively
flat area.

Drop Inlet Block and Gravel
Filter
• Maximum drainage

area is 1 acre.

• Construct according to
Figure SC 4.2 using
concrete blocks, ½-inch
wire screen, and 1.5-
inch maximum size
gravel.

• Sediments shall be
removed when
material is within 4
inches of the top of the
concrete blocks.

Drop Inlet Gravel and Wire
Mesh Filter
• Construct similar to

the drop inlet block
and gravel filter using
½-inch wire screen and
1.5-inch maximum-
size clean gravel.

Curb Inlet Block and Gravel
Filter
• Use on pavement or

FIGURE SC 4.2  Drop Inlet Block and Gravel Filter(CDOT18)
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bare ground.

• Construct according to
Figure SC 4.3 using
concrete blocks and a
2 x 4-inch wood stud
for support, ½-inch
wire screen, and 1.5-
inch maximum-size
gravel.

• Sediment shall be
removed when
material is within 3
inches of the top of the
concrete blocks.

• Use when overflow
capability is necessary
to prevent excessive
ponding.

Culvert Erosion Bale Inlet
Protection
• Maximum drainage

area shall be 1 acre

• Install erosion bales in accordance with guidelines given in BMP SC 1.

• Construct according to Figure SC 4.4.

Rigid Inlet Protection Device
• A Rigid Inlet Protection Device is a manufactured inlet protection BMP.

The BMP consist of a frame and filter cover placed over an area inlet to
filter sediment laden runoff.

• The BMP can be used for various types and sizes of storm drain inlets
with round or square bases with 60” O.D. or smaller precast risers. Refer
to an approved manufacturer for guidance on BMP selection and
installation.

FIGURE SC 4.4 Culvert Erosion Bale Inlet Protection(CDOT18)
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FIGURE SC 4.5
Rigid Inlet Protection Device

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Storm drain inlet protection shall be inspected periodically and after each
rain or snowfall event, and repaired when necessary. Accumulated
sediment shall be removed and properly disposed of.

• Storm drain inlet protection shall be removed after it has served its useful
purpose.
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SC 5: Sediment Trap

Description A small temporary
ponding area formed by
excavating below grade
and/or by constructing
an earthen embankment
with a hard-lined
spillway.

Applications
• Used to detain

sediment-laden
runoff from small
disturbed areas to
allow  sediments to
settle out.

Limitations
• Use only if the

contributing
drainage area to the
trap is 5 acres or less.
If the contributing
drainage area is greater than 5 acres, then a sediment basin should be
considered (see BMP SC 6).

• Use only for treatment of onsite runoff.

• Never construct a sediment trap on a flowing stream or  in wetlands.

Design
Guidelines

Location
• Traps should be located at points of discharge from disturbed areas.

• The location will be determined by the natural terrain, drainage pattern
of the runoff, and the accessibility for maintenance.

• Traps should not be located closer than 20 feet from a proposed building
foundation or highway edge of road.

Capacity
• Sediment traps shall have a storage volume of 3,600 ft3/acre of

contributing drainage area.
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• Half of this volume shall be in the form of wet storage or a permanent
pool. The other half shall be in the form of dry storage. When possible,
the wet storage volume should be contained within the excavated portion
of the trap.

• The wet volume is measured from the low point in the trap to the base of
the embankment.

• The dry volume should be measured from the base of the embankment to
the crest of the spillway.

• The depth within the wet storage area should be a maximum of 4 feet,
although 2 feet is preferred.

Shape
• A rectangular and shallow trap, with a length-to-width ratio of 2:1 or

greater is recommended.

Embankment
• Maximum embankment height shall be 5 feet measured on the

downstream side. The minimum top embankment width shall be 4 feet.
Side slopes for the embankment and the excavated areas shall be 2:1 or
flatter.

• Fill material for the embankment shall be free of roots or other vegetation,
organic material, large stones, and other objectionable material.

Spillway
• The spillway shall consist of a stone section in the embankment formed

by a combination coarse aggregate/riprap to provide for
filtering/detention capability. Riprap shall be 4- to 8-inch rock, while the
coarse aggregate shall be 1/2 to 3/4 inches. The spillway crest shall be at
least 1 foot below the top of the embankment.

Installation
• Sediment traps, along with other perimeter controls, shall be installed

before any land disturbance takes place in the drainage area.

• The area under the embankment shall be cleared and stripped of any
vegetation and roots.

• A geotextile should be placed at the stone-soil interface to act as a
separator.

Maintenance and
Inspection

• Sediment shall be removed from the trap when the wet storage volume is
reduced by half.   Sediments removed must be properly disposed.
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• Spillway should be regularly inspected; rocks clogged with sediment
shall be cleaned or replaced.

FIGURE SC 5.1
Sediment Trap (Adapted from VEaSCH28)

1800 FT3/AC
DRY STORAGE

4’ MAX

1’

1’

LENGTH (FT) =1.5 x DRAINAGE
                          AREA (AC)

1800 FT3/AC
WET STORAGE
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SC 6: Sediment Basin

Description A temporary basin with a controlled outlet. Differs from a sediment trap in
that it is designed for larger drainage areas and has a controlled release
structure. This basin can also be constructed as a combination of
embankment and excavation.

Applications
• Used to detain sediment-laden runoff from disturbed areas long enough

for sediment to settle out.

• May be designed to be upgraded to a permanent structure after
construction is completed.

Limitations
• Use for contributing drainage areas greater than 5 acres.

• Do not use on sites where failure of the structure or embankment would
result in loss of life, damage to homes or buildings, or interruption of use
or service of public roads or utilities.

• Sediment basins should be used in conjunction with erosion control
practices such as temporary seeding, mulching, diversion dikes, etc. to
reduce the amount of sediment flowing into the basin.

• Never construct a sediment basin on a flowing stream.

• Use for treatment of onsite runoff only.
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Design
Guidelines

Location
• Location should be such that the basin intercepts the largest possible

amount of runoff from the disturbed area. Appropriate locations are
generally low areas and natural drainageways below disturbed areas.

• Location shall be such as to minimize interference with construction
activities.

• Ease of maintenance access for cleanout should be considered when
selecting a location.

Capacity
• Total basin capacity shall be 3,600 ft3/acre of contributing drainage area.

Half of this volume shall be in the form of a permanent pool or wet
storage. The other half of this volume shall be in the form of dry storage
available for runoff storage (see Figure SC 6.1).

FIGURE SC 6.1
Sediment Basin (Adapted from VEaSCH28)
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Shape
• The basin shall be long and narrow, with a length-to-width ratio of 2:1 or

greater. Appropriate basin shape may be attained by properly selecting
the site of the basin, by excavation, or by the use of baffles.

• If the 2:1 ratio cannot be achieved, baffles should be placed halfway
between the inflow point and the outflow. Figure SC 6.2 shows
recommended baffle locations to attain length-to-width ratios of 2:1 or
greater.

• A plywood (or equivalent) fence can be used for the baffle. Posts for this
fence should be buried at least 3 feet into the ground. The fence should be
at least 4 feet high. In large basins, CDOT Type IV concrete barriers can
be used as baffles.

             FIGURE SC 6.2
            Sediment Basin Baffle Location (Adapted from UDFCD16)
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Embankment
• Maximum embankment height shall be 9 feet. Measures should be

incorporated in the embankment to protect against failure due to seepage.
A geotechnical engineer should be consulted for specific design
considerations.

Outlet
• The basin outlet shall consist of a principal outlet (perforated vertical

pipe) and an emergency spillway (see Figure SC 6.1).

Principal Outlet
• The principal outlet shall consist of a perforated vertical pipe joined by a

watertight connection to a horizontal outlet pipe extending though the
embankment and outletting beyond the downstream toe of the fill (see
Figure SC 6.1).

• The outlet pipe shall be designed to pass the peak flow expected from a 2-
year storm. The outlet pipe diameter can be determined using Table SC
6.3 below. For the purposes of the table, Q (cfs) is the flow for the 2-year
storm; H (ft) is the difference in elevation between the crest of the
principal outlet and the crest of the emergency spillway (see Figure SC
6.1); and D (inches) is the pipe diameter.

TABLE SC 6.3
Outlet Pipe Diameter (inches)

H ( ) 2
1

171.6 HQD = ( ) 5.1232.1 −= QHD

1.0 Q < 24 cfs Q > 24 cfs

1.5 Q < 75 cfs Q > 75 cfs

2.0 Q < 135 cfs Q > 135 cfs

2.5 Q < 250 cfs Q > 250 cfs

3.0 Q < 400 cfs Q > 400 cfs

• The principal outlet shall be designed to drain the dry storage volume in
a period of no less than the required drain time. Refer to Chapter 6 for
design guidance of the perforations and drain time.

• The top of the principal outlet shall be set at an elevation at least (1 foot)
below the crest of the emergency spillway.

• A trash rack and an anti-vortex device should be attached to the top of
the principal outlet to prevent floating debris from being carried out of
the basin and to improve the hydraulic performance at the entrance to the
principal outlet.
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• The base of the principal outlet shall be firmly anchored to prevent
flotation. As a minimum, a safety factor of 1.25 shall be used (downward
forces = 1.25 x upward forces). Anchoring can be done through a concrete
base or square steel plate covered with stone, gravel, or compacted soil.

• The outlet pipe, which extends through the embankment, shall be
designed to carry the flow provided by the principal outlet with the water
level at the crest of the emergency spillway. The connection between the
principal outlet pipe (perforated vertical pipe) and the outlet pipe shall be
watertight.

Emergency Spillway
• The emergency spillway shall consist of an open channel constructed in

the embankment over undisturbed material (not fill). If conditions do not
allow for the construction of the spillway over undisturbed material, the
spillway may be constructed of non-erodible material such as riprap.

• The emergency spillway shall be designed to carry the peak rate of runoff
expected from a 10-year storm, less the flow conveyed through the
principal outlet.

• A geotech engineer shall be consulted regarding spillway stability.

• The design high-water elevation through the emergency spillway shall be
at least 1 foot below the top of the embankment.

• The crest of the emergency spillway channel shall be at least 1 foot above
the crest of the principal outlet.

Installation
• Areas under the embankment and any structural works shall be cleared,

grubbed, and stripped of topsoil to remove trees, vegetation, roots, or
other objectionable material.

• To facilitate cleanout and restoration, the pool area (measured at the top
of the principal outlet) shall be cleared of all brush and trees.

• Design elevations, widths, and entrance and exit channel slopes are
critical to the successful operation of the spillway and must be
constructed within a tolerance of +/- 2.4 inches.

• The embankment shall be constructed on undisturbed ground.

• For earthen-fill embankments, a cutoff trench shall be excavated along the
centerline of the embankment.  The cutoff trench shall extend up both
abutments to the top of the perforated vertical pipe.

• The riser and barrel of the principal outlet shall be placed on a firmly
compacted soil foundation. The base of the riser shall be firmly anchored
according to design criteria to prevent flotation.
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• Pervious material such as sand, gravel, or crushed stone shall not be used
as backfill around the outlet pipe.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Sediment shall be removed from the basin when the wet storage volume
has been reduced by half. The elevation of the sediment cleanout level
shall be calculated and clearly marked on the riser.  Sediments removed
must be properly disposed.

• Inspection of the basin shall take place at the end of each working day,
and damages shall be repaired immediately.
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SC 7: Dewatering Structure

Description A settling device to treat water
from dewatering activities.

Applications
• Used to remove sediments

from dewatering activities.

• Used as a temporary feature.

Limitations
• May not be needed if the

water is discharged to a
well-stabilized vegetated
area. The stabilized area
should be capable of filtering sediment while at the same time
withstanding the velocity of the discharged water without eroding. A
minimum filtering length of 75 feet is recommended for the stabilized
area.

• Dewatering operation will require and must comply with all applicable
permits.

• Never construct in wetlands.

Design
Guidelines

• Recommended structure consists of an excavated basin surrounded by a
perimeter control such as erosion bales (see Figure SC 7.1) or a berm. The
excavated area should be at least 3 feet deep. The excavated portion will
serve for wet storage, and the remainder will provide dry storage.

• The structure’s storage volume (measured from the bottom of the
excavation to the crest of the riprap weir) can be calculated as follows:

Storage volume (ft3) = Pump discharge (gal/min) x 0.24

The above rate allows for a continuous pumping time of 3 hours. When
water reaches the outlet crest, pumping must stop until the water drains
down and additional capacity is made available.

• The wet storage area may be dewatered into a well-vegetated area, but
only after a minimum detention time of 6 hours.
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Installation
• Construct as shown in Figure SC 7.1. Install erosion bales or a berm, as

described in Sections SC 1 and EC 8.

• The excavated basin should be lined with a filter fabric to reduce scour
and prevent the inclusion of soil from within the structure. The entire
inside face of the erosion bales shall be covered with an impermeable
geotextile.

• The riprap weir shall have a minimum width of 3 feet, and shall be
minimum 6 inches below the top of the embankment.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Sediments should be removed once they have accumulated to one-half of
the excavated depth and properly disposed of.

FIGURE SC 7.1
Dewatering Structure (Adapted from VEaSCH28)

4”
 6”

6’

3’

3’ MIN
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SC 8: Stabilized Construction Entrance

Description A stabilized layer of
aggregate underlined
with a geotextile and
located where traffic
enters or exits the
construction site.

Applications
• Used to reduce the

amount of mud
tracked onto paved
public roads by
vehicles or runoff
leaving the
construction site.

• Used as a temporary
feature.

Installation
• The entrance must extend the full width of the ingress/egress area and

have a minimum width of 12 feet and a minimum length of 70 feet (see
Figure SC 8.1).

• Area of the entrance must be excavated a minimum of 12 inches. The
geotextile will then be placed and covered with a minimum 12-inch layer
of aggregate. The aggregate shall be equal to or greater than 3 inches (see
Figure SC 8.1).

Maintenance
and Inspection

• The structure shall be maintained daily.

• Stone shall be added and repairs performed as conditions require.

• Any mud or dirt tracked onto paved surfaces should be cleaned up
within 24 hours.

• Damaged curb, gutter or sidewalk should be replaced.
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         FIGURE SC 8.1
        Stabilized Construction Entrance(CDOT18)
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SC 9: Brush Barrier

Description A temporary sediment barrier constructed at the perimeter of a disturbed
area from the residue materials available from clearing and grubbing the site,
and generally covered with filter fabric.

Applications
• Used for the purpose of intercepting and retaining sediment from

disturbed areas of limited extent.

• Used to prevent sediment from leaving the site.

• Used as a temporary feature.

Limitations
• Should be used only in areas of sheet or very low flow.

• Should not be used in a developed area where they could be a visual
problem.

Materials
• Brush barriers are constructed at the time of clearing and grubbing, and

consist of brush, limbs, root mat, weeds, vines, soil, rock, and
unmerchantable timber.

Installation
• Height of a brush barrier shall be 3 feet minimum.

• The width of a brush barrier shall be a minimum of 5 feet at its base. The
sizes of brush barriers may vary considerably based upon the amount of
material available and the judgment of the designer.

• The barrier shall be constructed according to Figure SC 9.1 by piling
brush, stone, root mat, and other material from the clearing process into a
mounded row on the contour.

• The filter fabric shall be cut into lengths sufficient to lay across the barrier
from its upslope base to just beyond its peak. Where joints are necessary,
the fabric shall be spliced together with a minimum 6 inches overlap and
securely sealed.
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FIGURE SC 9.1
Brush Barrier (Adapted from VEaSCH28)

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspect frequently during construction, and repair or replace promptly as
needed.

• Remove when they have served their usefulness, but not before the
upslope areas have been permanently stabilized.

• Sediment accumulated behind the barrier shall be removed when it
reaches half the exposed brush barrier height and disposed of properly.

Excavate a 4” x 4” trench along the
uphill  edge of the Brush Barrier.

Drape a geotextile over the barrier and
into the  trench.  The geotextile should be
secured in the  trench with stakes set
approximately 36 “ on center.

Backfill and compact the excavated soil. Set stakes along the downhill edge of the
barrier, and anchor by tying twine from the
geotextile to the stakes.
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SC 10: Gravel Barrier

Description Flexible building blocks made of bags filled with soil or rock material.

Applications
• Used to divert stream channels, as barrier walls in sediment basins, and

as retaining walls between fill slopes and watercourses during
construction.

• Used as a temporary feature.

Limitations
• Maximum drainage area is 5 acres.

Installation
• When building a barrier wall, stack the gravel bags using an alternately

layered method.

• Cover gravel bags with a plastic lining when waterproofing is desired.

• The base of the barrier should be at least 48 inches wide and the height a
minimum of 18 inches.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Gravel bag barriers shall be periodically maintained, and any breaks in
the barrier shall be promptly repaired.

• Remove sediments behind the barrier when they accumulate to a height
of 6 inches and dispose of properly.
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SC 11: Silt Barrier

Description A silt barrier is a
sediment control
device made of foam
sewn into a woven
geo-synthetic fabric.
Triangular in shape, it
is 10 to 14 inches high
in center, with a 20- to
28-inch base. An
apron extends beyond
both sides of the
triangle along its
standard section of 7
feet. A sleeve at one
end allows
attachment of
additional sections as needed. This BMP can be used to provide settling
and/or reduction in water velocity/erosive forces, and it can be used as an
alternative to straw bales, silt fence, and rock check dams for containing
erosive soils at constructions sites.   See Figure SC 11.1.

Applications
• May be used in the following applications:

− Ditch Check Dam: can be installed in roadway ditches and drainage
ditches.

− Diversion Dam: can be installed as diversion dams or dikes.

− Continuous Barrier: can be attached end to end to form a continuous
barrier in rough terrain.

− Ponds and Streams: can be used as a positive barrier around streams,
ponds, and wetlands.

− Drop Inlet Protection: can be installed for protecting drop inlets.

− Temporary Lined Ditch: can be used as a temporary lined ditch.

• This BMP may be used for perimeter protection and in combination with
other barriers.

• Used downstream of disturbed areas subject to sheet and rill erosion
where drainage area is not greater than 0.25 acre per 100 linear feet of
barrier and the slope behind the barrier should be no steeper than 2:1. On
relatively flat slopes, the maximum disturbed slope distance should not
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exceed 100 feet. The allowable disturbed slope distance decreases as the
slope gets steeper.

Limitations
• This BMP should not be used:

− Where flow volume or velocity inhibit BMP function.
− As a filter.

Installation
• Install with the long flap upstream.

• Install to prevent water from going around or under the BMP.

• Install along the contour.

• Anchor with adhesive on asphalt or other hard surfaces, or with staples
or stakes on soil or soft surfaces.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• During construction, inspect daily and during storm events. Make any
required repairs.

• Sediment should be removed when the deposits reach half the height of
the silt barrier and properly disposed of.

• Prior to removal, evaluate the site to determine if the silt barrier is no
longer needed (the area has stabilized and potential of sediment-laden
water exiting the area has passed) and remove sediment buildup in front
of the silt barrier. Depending upon placement, revegetation of site may be
necessary.
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            FIGURE SC 11.1
          Silt Barrier Installation (CDOT18)
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5.7 Materials Handling and Spill Prevention

Material management is important, because the optimal approach to reduce pollution
potential is to prevent it at the source. Material storage areas are a major source of risk due
to possible mishandling of materials and accidental spills. Developing protocols for
materials storage and handling, and response procedures for handling spills, are necessary
measures to minimize the contamination impact to stormwater runoff. Developing and
incorporating these measures will increase awareness and minimize the opportunities for
mishandling and spills.

The following BMPs provide guidance on material management and spill prevention and
control.
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MH 1: Stockpile Management

Description These practices are
implemented to reduce
associated stormwater
pollutants from entering
storm drains and
watercourses from
typical soil, concrete,
asphalt, or aggregate
stockpiles found at
construction sites.

Applications Areas where active and
non-active stockpiles of
construction materials
are stored.

Standards and
Specifications

• Stockpiles must be protected continuously and located away from areas
where concentrated stormwater flow is anticipated, major drainage ways,
and stormwater inlets.  Stockpiles shall be covered and/or protected with
a temporary perimeter sediment barrier.  Stockpiles of “cold mix” asphalt
stockpiles shall be placed on and covered with durable plastic or
comparable material at all times when not in use.

• Temporary perimeter sediment barrier such as berms, dikes, silt fences, or
sandbags must be constructed to protect stockpiles from runoff.

• Implement wind erosion control practices as appropriate on all stockpiles
(BMP GP 5).

• Waste stockpiles of concrete, solid, sanitary/septic materials, liquids,
hazardous materials, and contaminated soils shall be in accordance to
Section 5.8, Waste Management BMPs.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Routinely spot-check stockpile areas for compliance.

• Identify spills or leaks from stockpiles into the storm drain at or near
CDOT work areas and report to the CDOT illicit discharge hotline.

• Containment structures or other perimeter controls shall be inspected
routinely and repaired when signs of degradation are visible.
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MH 2: Material Management

Description These practices are to be implemented for proper handling and storage of
materials in order to prevent spills or leaks into the storm drains or
watercourses.

Applications These practices are implemented at all construction sites where delivery and
storage of materials may be detrimental to the environment. Materials of
concern are not limited to soil, pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers, petroleum
products, asphalt and concrete components, and hazardous chemicals such
as acids, paints, solvents, adhesives, and curing compounds.

Standards and
Specifications

Storage and Material Handling Areas
• Designated storage sheds must meet building and fire code regulations.

• Material safety data sheets (MSDS) shall be made available for all
materials.

• Training for proper material handing and storage techniques shall be
required.

• Provide sufficient separation between storage containers to allow cleanup
and emergency response.

• Provide storage for materials indoor away from rainfall and offsite flows,
whenever possible.

• Chemically incompatible materials should not be stored together or in the
same storage facility.

• Label all materials properly and maintain current legible labels; also
maintain a current inventory of all material delivered and stored.

• Hazardous materials must comply with federal, state, local, and CDOT
HazMat requirements.

• Provide above ground secondary containment for all hazardous chemical
materials.

• Immediately contain and cleanup any spills.

Loading and Unloading Areas
• Cover loading and unloading areas to reduce exposure of materials to

rainfall.

• Routinely check vehicles and equipment such as valves, pumps, flanges,
and connections for leaks.
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• Direct offsite stormwater flows away by grading, berming, or curbing the
area around the loading/unloading area.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• In general, areas shall be inspected on a regular basis (once per week).

• Inspect equipment and vehicles routinely for leaks.

• Maintain an ample supply of cleanup materials at all designated storage
and handling areas where leaks and spills are likely to occur.

• Spot-check material storage and handling areas for compliance.

• Material storage areas shall be routinely checked for accumulation of
non-labeled materials and spills.

• Identify spills or leaks into the storm drain at or near CDOT work areas
and report to the CDOT illicit discharge hotline.

• Containment structures or other perimeter controls shall be inspected
routinely and repaired when signs of degradation are visible.
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MH 3: Material Use

Description These practices are implemented to ensure minimal water quality impacts
from the use of construction materials.

Applications These practices shall be implemented at all construction sites. The contractor
is responsible for identifying proper material use measures for all materials
used at constructions site projects. The following represent some of the
materials of concern where this BMP will be implemented.

• Pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers

• Detergents and cleaners

• Petroleum products such as fuel, oil, and grease

• Asphalt and concrete compounds

• Hazardous chemicals

• Other materials that may have negative impacts if released into the
environment

Design
Guidelines

• MSDS shall be made available for all materials.

• Do not remove original labels; re-label all materials properly and
maintain current legible labels with proper safety and disposal
information.

• Use less hazardous, recycled, or non-toxic materials when possible.

• Leftover materials should be recycled and properly disposed of.

• Use materials only where and when necessary to complete the
construction activity; avoid excess application of materials.

• Never clean paintbrushes or paint containers into a street, gutter, storm
drain, or watercourse. Dispose of used materials properly.

• Herbicides shall be applied by a licensed applicator; fertilizers and
herbicides shall not be over-applied. Only the amounts needed should be
prepared.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• In general, areas shall be inspected on a regular basis (once per week).

• Maintain an ample supply of cleanup materials at all designated
maintenance areas where leaks and spills are likely to occur.
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• Spot-check material use areas for compliance and to ensure appropriate
practices are being employed by employees and contractors.

• Material use areas shall be routinely checked for accumulation of non-
labeled materials and spills.

• Identify spills or leaks into the storm drain at or near CDOT work areas
and report to the CDOT illicit discharge hotline.

• Containment structures or other perimeter controls shall be inspected
routinely and repaired when signs of degradation are visible.
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MH 4: Spill Prevention and Control

Description These practices are
implemented to prevent
and control spills to
ensure that spills and
leaks do not result in
water quality impacts.

Applications This BMP applies to all
construction activities.
Spill prevention and
control measures shall be
implemented any time
chemicals or hazardous
substances are used,
stored, or handled.

Design
Guidelines

The following general design guidelines can be implemented for spill
prevention and control measures for various activities and areas:

• Identify materials delivered, handled, stored, and used at a project site.

• Identify project areas and activities potentially susceptible to spills. Areas
and activities that are most vulnerable to spills include: transportation
facilities, loading and unloading areas, fuel and chemical storage areas,
process activities, dust or particulate generating processes, and waste
disposal activities.

• Develop spill response procedures.

Limitations This BMP only applies to spills caused by the contractor. The measures
described in the BMP are general. The contractor is responsible for
identifying practices for specific materials used, stored, or handled on a
project site.

Standards and
Specifications

• Spills shall be contained and cleaned up as soon as possible.

• If complete cleanup is not immediately possible, then spills shall be fully
covered and not exposed to rainfall.

• Spills shall not be washed down into the storm drain or buried.

• Residuals left over from the cleanup activity such as absorbent pads or
containers of spill material shall be disposed of properly.
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• Proper spill and illicit discharge reporting procedures shall be followed
for both hazardous and non-hazardous materials.

• An area where a spill has occurred shall be inspected to verify that spill
residuals are not present after the initial cleaning and that the area does
not need to be re-cleaned.

Spill Prevention and Control Plan
A Spill Prevention and Control Plan may need to be developed and
implemented for certain products that are stored, processed, and refined. A
Spill Prevention and Control Plan identifies areas where spills can occur
onsite, specifies material handling procedures and storage requirements, and
identifies spill cleanup procedures. The purpose of this plan is to establish
standard operating procedures and the necessary employee training to
minimize the likelihood of accidental releases of pollutants that can
contaminate stormwater runoff.  Spill prevention is prudent both
environmentally and economically, since spills increase operating costs and
lower productivity.

Stormwater contamination assessment, flow diversion, recordkeeping,
internal reporting, employee training, and preventative maintenance are
associated BMPs that should be incorporated into a comprehensive Spill
Prevention and Control Plan.

A Spill Prevention and Control Plan is applicable to facilities that transport,
transfer, and store hazardous materials, petroleum products, fertilizers, or
any other material that can contaminate stormwater runoff. An important
factor of an effective Spill Prevention and Control Plan is quick notification of
the appropriate emergency response team.

Emergency spill cleanup plans should include the following information:

• A description of the facility including the nature of the facility activity
and general types and quantities of chemicals stored at the facility.

• A site plan showing the location of storage areas for chemicals, location of
storm drains, site drainage patterns, fire-fighting equipment and water
source locations, and the location and description of any devices used to
contain spills such as positive control valves.

• Notification procedures to be implemented in the event of a spill, such as,
posting phone numbers of key personnel and appropriate regulatory
agencies.

• Instructions regarding cleanup procedures.

• Designating personnel with overall spill response cleanup responsibility.

A summary of the plan should be written and posted at appropriate points in
the building (i.e., project trailer and areas with a high spill potential), and
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shall identify the spill cleanup coordinators, location of cleanup kits, and
phone numbers of regulatory agencies to be contacted in the event of a spill.

Cleanup of spills should begin immediately. No emulsifier or dispersant
should be used. In fueling areas, absorbent materials should be packaged in
small bags for easy use, and small drums should be available for storage of
absorbent and/or used absorbent. Absorbent materials shall not be washed
into the floor drain or storm sewer.

Cleanup Response Procedures
Response guidelines have been identified below for contractors responding
to spills that may potentially result in an illicit discharge. It is the contractor’s
responsibility to have all emergency phone numbers available at the
construction site as well to notify the proper response agencies in a timely
manner. It is also the contractor’s responsibility to ensure timely and proper
cleanup of any spill.

For non–hazardous materials such as gasoline, paint, or oil that may be
spilled in small quantities which do not enter state waters or pose a potential
to do so, the following measures shall be implemented:

• Use absorbent materials to contain spills and clean the area of residuals
• Do not hose down spill area with water
• Dispose of the absorbent material properly

For non-hazardous materials that qualify as a significant spill or spills of
any size that enter state waters or have the potential to do so, the following
measures shall be implemented:

• Contact the CDPHE  Environmental Emergency Spill Reporting Line (1-
877-518-5608) within 24 hours of the spill event. A written notification to
the CDPHE-EMP is necessary within 5 days.

• Contact the Colorado State Patrol 24-hour hotline (1-303-239-4501) if the
spill is on a state highway.

• Report spill to project foreman and CDOT maintenance personnel on
patrol.

• Call the CDOT illicit discharge hotline if spilled material spreads to a
CDOT storm drain or a waterway adjacent to CDOT right-of-way.

• Cleanup spill immediately. Use absorbent materials if the material is on
an impermeable surface. Construct an earthen dike to contain a spill on
dirt areas. If rainfall is present at the time of the spill, cover the spill with
a tarp to prevent contaminating runoff.

For spills involving hazardous materials, the following measures shall be
implemented:

• Contact the local emergency response team by dialing 911.
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• Contact the CDPHE-EMP 24 Environmental Emergency Spill Reporting
Line (1-877-518-5608) within 24 hours of the spill event. A written
notification to the CDPHE-EMP is necessary within 30 days.

• Contact the Colorado State Patrol 24-hour hotline (1-303-239-4501) if the
spill is on a state highway.

• Report spills to project foreman and CDOT maintenance personnel on
patrol.

• Call the CDOT illicit discharge hotline if spilled material spreads to
CDOT storm drain or waterway adjacent to CDOT right-of-way.

• Construction personnel shall not try to clean up the spill.

• Cleanup spill immediately; a licensed contractor or HazMat team shall be
used to properly clean up spills.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• In general, areas shall be inspected on a regular basis of at least every 14
days and after a storm event.

• Inspect equipment and vehicles routinely for leaks.

• Maintain an ample supply of cleanup materials at all designated
maintenance areas where leaks and spill are likely to occur.

• Spot-check material storage and handling areas for compliance.

• Material storage and use areas shall be routinely checked for
accumulation of non-labeled materials and spills.

• Identify spills or leaks into to the storm drain at or near CDOT work areas
and report to the CDOT illicit discharge hotline.

• Containment structures or other perimeter controls shall be inspected
routinely and repaired when signs of degradation are visible.
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Waste Management BMPs

 Concrete Waste

 Solid Waste

 Sanitary and Septic Waste

 Liquid Waste

 Hazardous Waste

 Contaminated Waste

5.8 Waste Management

Stormwater runoff from areas where construction wastes are stored or disposed of can be
polluted. Wastes leached or spilled from management areas may build up in soils or on
other surfaces and be carried by stormwater runoff. There is also the potential for liquid
wastes from lagoons or surface impoundments to overflow, soak the surrounding area, or
be washed to receiving waters. Solid wastes improperly stored can contaminate stormwater
runoff and contribute pollutants. Possible contaminants include toxic compounds, oil and
grease, oxygen-demanding organics, paints and solvents, heavy metals, and high levels of
suspended solids.

The optimal approach to reduce the potential for stormwater contamination from wastes is
to reduce the amount generated and, consequently, the amount stored onsite. Several BMPs
included in the following section will provide guidance on dealing with the management of
wastes.
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WM 1: Concrete Waste Management

Description Practices to be used in
order to minimize and
prevent concrete waste
associated with
construction activities
from entering storm
drains and
watercourses.

Applications Facilities or designated
construction work
areas where concrete
waste is generated from
demolition activities;
where concrete is used
as a construction
material; where
concrete trucks or
concrete-coated
equipment are washed on site as permitted by the engineer; where slurries
containing Portland cement concrete (PCC) or asphalt concrete are generated;
and where mortar-mixing areas exist.

Standards and
Specifications

Collection, Storage, and Disposal Guidelines
• Waste generated from concrete activities shall not be allowed to flow into

drainage ways, inlets, receiving waters, or in the CDOT highway right-of-
way. Concrete waste shall be placed in a temporary concrete washout
facility.

• Concrete washout facilities will be comprised of an excavation with
erosion bales and construction fences along the perimeter (see Figure
WM1.1). The bottom of the excavation must be proven to be atleast 5
vertical feet above groundwater or, alternatively, the excavation must be
lined with either a clay or synthetic liner that is designed to control
seepage to a maximum rate defined in CDOT Standard Specifications
Section 208. The facilities shall be maintained in good condition to contain
all liquid and concrete waste generated by operations at a project site.

• Proper signage such as “Concrete Washout” or “Concrete Saw Water
Disposal” shall be placed near concrete washout facilities to inform
construction personnel of the location of designated concrete washout
facilities.
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• Temporary concrete washout facilities shall be located 50 horizontal feet
from drainageways, inlets, and receiving waters unless otherwise
approved by the engineer.

• Adding solvents, flocculents, or acid to washwater is prohibited.

• Whenever a concrete washout area is within 300 feet of the access to a
road or highway, a stabilized construction entrance must be built as part
of the washout, or at the entrance to the road or highway.

• Hardened concrete waste shall be properly disposed of following solid
waste management procedures (BMP WM 2).

• Removal of temporary facilities, including the solid concrete waste and
the material used to construct the facilities, shall be the responsibility of
the contractor, who shall remove the waste from the project site and
dispose of it properly following guidelines outlined in solid, liquid waste
management (BMP WM 2 and WM 4) and any applicable regulations.

FIGURE WM1.1
Concrete Waste Management Detail
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Maintenance
and Inspection

• The contractor shall monitor concrete activities working tasks weekly to
ensure proper waste management techniques are being utilized.

• Regular maintenance of temporary concrete washout facilities shall
include removing hardened concrete and proper disposal. It is
recommended that facilities be cleaned out once they are 75 percent full,
or new facilities shall be constructed to provide additional concrete waste
storage.
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WM 2: Solid Waste Management

Description Practices to be used in order to minimize and prevent solid waste associated
with construction activities from entering storm drains and watercourses.

Applications Facilities or designated construction work areas where solid waste is
generated. Solid waste can be classified as non-hazardous solid material
including: concrete, rock, debris, soil, wood, plastic, fabrics, mortar, metal
scraps, styrofoam, and general litter created by the public, such as but not
limited to beverage containers and plastic wrappers.

Limitations During the non-rainy season or in arid portions of the state, temporary
stockpiling of non-hazardous solid waste may not require stringent drainage
control measures. The engineer for the project shall determine if drainage
control measures are warranted for a specific construction site where non-
hazardous solid waste is being stockpiled.

Standards and
Specifications

Collection, Storage, and Disposal Guidelines
• Litter shall be minimized at all construction sites and collected on a

weekly basis into water-tight dumpsters. Trash receptacles shall be
provided in various locations within the construction site boundaries.
Collected trash shall not be placed near drainage inlets or watercourses.
A trash hauling contractor shall be used to properly dispose of the
collected waste in a timely manner.  Dumpster washout at the
construction site is not permissible.

• Priority shall be given to remove waste and debris from drainage inlets,
trash racks, and ditches in order to prevent clogging of the stormwater
system.

• Waste storage areas shall be pre-approved by the engineer.

• Storage areas for solid waste shall be located at least 50 feet from
drainageways and watercourses, and shall not be located in areas
susceptible to frequent flooding. Sediment barriers such as berms, dikes,
or other temporary diversion structures shall be used to prevent
stormwater runoff from contacting stored solid waste at the project site.

• Solid waste shall be segregated properly into various categories for
recycling or disposal. Proper disposal is required for each waste category.
The contractor shall make every attempt to recycle useful vegetation,
packaging material, and surplus construction materials when practical.
Most construction materials can be recycled at recycling facilities.
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• Additional disposal guidelines for hazardous materials and liquid waste
are included in Sections WM 5 and WM 4, respectively.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• The contractor shall provide regular inspections every 14 days and after
each storm event to ensure proper solid waste management measures are
being followed.
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WM 3: Sanitary and Septic Waste Management

Description Practices to be used in order to minimize and prevent sanitary and septic
waste associated with construction activities from entering storm drains and
watercourses.

Applications Facilities or designated construction work areas that use temporary or
portable sanitary and septic waste systems.

Standards and
Specifications

• Temporary sanitary facilities shall be located away from drainage ways,
inlets, receiving waters, areas of high traffic, and areas susceptible to
flooding or damage by construction equipment.

• Temporary sanitary facilities shall be properly connected into a sanitary
sewer system where permissible to prevent illicit discharges. Authorized
sanitary sewer system connections shall comply with local health agency,
county, and sanitary sewer district requirements.

• Wastewater generated from sanitary facilities shall not be allowed to flow
into drainageways, inlets, receiving waters, or into the CDOT highway
right-of-way.

• Only licensed sanitary/septic waste haulers shall be used to properly
dispose of waste from temporary sanitary facilities.

• In project areas susceptible to strong winds, temporary sanitary facilities
shall be secured to prevent overturning.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• The contractor shall provide regular inspections every 14 days and after
each storm event to ensure proper sanitary and septic waste management
measures are being followed, and that sanitary facilities are being
properly maintained and cleaned.
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WM 4: Liquid Waste Management

Description Practices to be used in order to minimize and prevent liquid waste associated
with construction activities from entering storm drains and watercourses.

Applications Facilities or designated construction work areas where liquid waste is
generated.

Limitations
• Does not apply to solid waste management (BMP WM 2), hazardous

wastes (BMP WM 5), concrete slurries/wastes (BMP WM 1), dewatering
operations (BMP GP 1), and sanitary/septic wastes (BMP WM 3).

• Does not apply to non-stormwater discharges permitted by the CDPS
permit held by CDOT. The following group of non-stormwater
discharges are not considered to be illicit or illegal unless the discharges
are identified by CDOT as sources of pollutants to state waters: landscape
irrigation, diverted stream flows, rising groundwater, uncontaminated
groundwater infiltration to separate storm sewers, uncontaminated
pumped groundwater, discharges from potable water sources,
foundation drains, air conditioning condensation, irrigation water,
springs, water from crawl space pumps, footing drains, lawn watering,
individual residential car washing, and flows from riparian habitats and
wetlands.

• Disposal of some liquid wastes may be subject to regulations or
requirements of other CDPS permits secured for the construction site.

Standards and
Specifications

• The contractor shall oversee and enforce all liquid waste measures and
will instruct all employees and subcontractors on the identification of
hazardous and non-hazardous liquid waste, and non-hazardous
handling, storage, and proper disposal.

• The contractor shall hold regular safety meetings to ensure proper liquid
waste measures are being adhered to and efforts are being made to
minimize the amount of liquid waste produced.

• The contractor shall ensure compliance with all liquid waste management
procedures and practices.
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Containment and Disposal Guidelines
• Liquid wastes generated from operational procedures such as drilling

residue and fluids shall not be allowed to flow into drainageways, inlets,
receiving waters, or into the CDOT highway right-of-way.

• All liquid wastes shall be contained in designated areas such as sediment
basins, holding pits, or portable tanks. Designated containment areas
shall be located away from drainageways, inlets, receiving waters, areas
of high traffic, and areas susceptible to flooding.

• Precautions shall be taken to ensure that proper spill prevention and
control measures are being implemented (BMP MH 4) to avoid accidental
spills.

• If a liquid waste is released or spilled, then capture the liquid with proper
cleanup methods (BMP MH 4). Do not allow the liquid waste to flow
uncontrolled or into drainageways, inlets, and receiving waters. Use
diverting methods such as temporary dikes to control the spill and direct
it to containment areas for capture.

• The contractor shall be responsible for adhering to all permit
requirements, federal, state, and local regulations for properly disposing
liquid waste.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• The contractor shall provide regular inspections every 14 days and after
each storm event to ensure proper liquid waste management measures
are being followed.
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WM 5: Hazardous Waste Management

Description Practices to be used in order to prevent hazardous waste associated with
construction activities from entering storm drains and watercourses.

Applications Facilities or designated construction work areas where hazardous waste is
discovered or generated by lead paint removal operations, and other
operations encountering waste that are designated as hazardous by the Code
of Federal Regulations or Colorado state laws.

Limitations This BMP provides general hazardous waste management guidelines, but
does not relieve the contractor from full responsibility of complying with
federal, state, local laws and CDOT Standard Specifications regarding
storage, handling, transportation, and disposal of hazardous wastes. It is the
contractor’s full responsibility to identify all hazardous waste generated at
the project site.

Standards and
Specifications

These standards and specifications are general guidelines provided for
planning the management of hazardous wastes. Specific requirements that
must be adhered to are identified in CDOT Standard Specifications.

• Hazardous waste storage, transportation, and disposal shall comply with
49 CFR 172, 173, 178, 179, and 261-263, state regulations and CDOT
Standard Specifications.

• Special materials and equipment may be required to manage wastes that
are corrosive, combustible, flammable, oxidizer, poison, toxic, or reactive.
Clearly label all waste containers with the appropriate description of the
wastes being contained.

• Hazardous wastes shall be segregated, and incompatible or reactive
wastes shall be disposed of properly in a manner to prevent fires and
explosion. Always consult the health and safety officer, engineer, and/or
CDOT environmental project manager prior to mixing hazardous wastes
for disposal. Hazardous waste shall be segregated properly into various
categories such as liquids, semi-liquids, and solids.

• Select the most appropriate disposal container to store the hazardous
waste. Additionally, select a container that is compatible with the
hazardous material being stored. For instance, use plastic or plastic-lined
steel drums for storing corrosive materials. Corrosive materials will react
with steel and cause the waste to be released from the drum. Always
consult the engineer or CDOT environmental project manager to ensure
that the container and waste are compatible.
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• Waste containers shall be stored and managed in temporary containment
facilities that shall meet the following requirements:

− A spill containment volume 1.5 times the volume of all containers

− Impervious to the materials contained for a minimum contact time of
72 hours

− Free of accumulated rainwater or spills, with sufficient separation
provided between stored containers to allow for spill cleanup

− Incompatible, ignitable, and reactive materials shall not be stored in
the same temporary containment facility

− “Caution:  Flammable Material” signs must be posted near
containment areas to prevent fires or explosions

• The following management guidelines are recommended for containment
facilities:

− Keep containers closed at all times except when adding or removing
waste from the container. Use a funnel or hose to transfer wastes to
drums.

− You must open, handle, and store containers to prevent ruptures or
leaks. Make sure to open drums with a spark-proof wrench.

− If the container begins to leak or you notice dents or bulges, transfer
the waste to another container.

• Locate containment areas away from high-traffic areas, waterways,
drainage inlets, sensitive habitats, and areas prone to flooding or
ponding.

• Waste residuals from equipment or brushes shall be cleaned in
designated containment areas and shall not be allowed to seep into soils
causing soil contamination or to discharge into watercourses or
drainageways.

• Secondary containment needs to be provided for all hazardous waste
containers. In addition, containment berms shall be used in fueling and
maintenance areas where the potential for spills is high.

• Hazardous waste containment areas shall be pre-approved by the
engineer and/or CDOT environmental project manager.

• It is the contractor’s responsibility to ensure that all hazardous waste
discovered or generated at a project site is disposed of properly by a
licensed hazardous material disposal contractor/facility utilizing
properly completed Uniform Waste Manifest forms. The contractor is
responsible for not exceeding hazardous waste storage requirements
mandated by the state or other localities.
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• Additional disposal guidelines for non-hazardous solid and liquid waste
are included in Sections WM 2 and WM 4, respectively.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• The contractor shall perform routine inspections at least every 14 days
and after each storm event to ensure proper hazardous waste
management measures are being followed.

• Containment structures, berms, covers, and liners shall be repaired or
replaced as needed to function properly.
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WM 6: Contaminated Waste Management

Description Practices to be used in order to minimize and prevent pollutants from
contaminated soils from leaching into watercourses or drainage systems.

Applications Facilities or designated construction work areas where contaminated soils
have been identified to be present.

Limitations The contractor is responsible for identifying pollutant-specific handling and
disposal procedures for contaminated soils at the project site in accordance
with the CDOT Standard Specifications.

Standards and
Specifications

These standards and specifications are general guidelines provided for
planning the management of contaminated soils. Specific requirements that
must be adhered to are identified in CDOT Standard Specifications.

• The contractor is responsible for reviewing relevant environmental
reports, appropriate plans, CDOT Standard Specifications, and project-
special provisions for contaminated soils information. The contractor
shall also take initiative to further inform the engineer of any potential or
identified contaminated soils on the project site.

• Contractor and employees are responsible for meeting safety training
requirements mandated by 29 CFR 1910.120 prior to performing any
construction work or excavation at projects sites where contaminated
soils have been classified as hazardous materials.

• The contractor is responsible for following all rules and regulations
applicable to the excavation, handling, transport, and disposal of
contaminated and hazardous materials. The applicable rules and
regulations are not limited to the standards of Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA), EPA, USDOT, CDPHE, CDOT, and local
agencies.

• Contaminated soils or soils classified as hazardous should not be
stockpiled. Hazardous materials should be managed in accordance with
BMP WM 5.

• Surround the perimeter of the exclusion zone with a security fence for
safety.

• Collect non-reusable protective equipment used at the project site and
dispose of it properly. Additionally, treat and/or dispose of wastewater
from decontamination procedures. Liquid waste management procedures
are outlined in BMP WM 4.
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• Contaminated soil shall be transported on vehicles registered for that
purpose. Contact between the contaminated soil shall be limited to the
excavation site from which the soil originated and to the registered
transport vehicle.

• When an underground storage tank is discovered at a construction site,
coordinate with the regional environmental project manager for guidance
on handling and disposal procedures.

• Preventive measures, such as berms, freeze walls, cofferdams, and grout
curtains, should be installed to prevent stormwater runoff or
groundwater from mixing with hazardous materials or underground
tank excavations. Water exposed to contaminated areas should be placed
in water-tight holding tanks, tested, and properly disposed.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• The contractor shall provide regular inspections atleast every 14 days and
after each storm event to ensure proper contaminated soil management
measures are being followed.

• The contractor shall be responsible for monitoring onsite contaminated
storage and disposal procedures.
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General Pollution Prevention BMPs

 Dewatering Operations

 Temporary Stream Crossing

 Clear Water Diversion

 Non-Stormwater Discharge
Management

 Wind Erosion Control

 Paving Operations

 Street Sweeping and Vacuuming

 Vehicle and Equipment Management

5.9 General Pollution Prevention

This section describes specific common BMPs that minimize stormwater runoff pollution.
The objective of General Pollution Prevention BMPs is to reduce the discharge of materials
other than stormwater to drainage systems or receiving waters. The BMPs to consider are
included in the following section.
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GP 1: Dewatering Operations

Description Practices to remove and discharge excess water from construction sites. These
practices manage the discharge of groundwater and accumulated
precipitation in order to prevent potential pollutants from entering storm
drains and watercourses.

Applications These dewatering practices are implemented to remove accumulated water
and sediments from sediment traps, basins, and excavated areas. Sediment
control from dewatering operations is required on all projects where excess
water containing sediment-laden water is planned to be discharged.

Limitations These practices are limited to providing sediment control only allowing for
minimal settling time for sediment particles.  Other sediment control
methods shall be used for better sediment removal when site conditions
allow.

Standards and
Specifications

• The contractor shall notify the engineer of all planned discharges. All
dewatering operations must comply with applicable CDPS and local
permits as well as regional and watershed-specific discharge
requirements.

• Sediment control measures such as sediment traps (SC 5), sediment
basins (SC 6), and dewatering structures (SC 7) shall be implemented to
treat sediment-laden excess water from construction sites. Other sediment
control measures such as filtration devices can be utilized only if
approved by the engineer.

• All dewatering operations shall comply with CDOT Standard
Specifications. The following are some of CDOT’s guidelines for water
quality control:

− Water from dewatering operations shall not be directly discharged
into any state waters including wetlands, irrigation ditches, canals, or
storm sewers, unless allowed by the permit.

− Discharge into sanitary sewers will not be allowed unless written
permission is obtained from the owner or controlling authority and a
copy of this approval submitted to the engineer.

− Unless prohibited by law or otherwise specified in the contract, water
from dewatering operations shall be contained in basins for
dissipation by infiltration or evaporation; hauled away from the
project for disposal in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations; or shall be land applied to approved non-wetland
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vegetation areas and allowed to soak into the soil. Depending upon
the quality of the water, land application of water to vegetated areas
may require a written concurrence of permit from the CDPHE. The
contractor shall determine the quality of water based on the CDPHE
guidelines, obtain applicable concurrences or permits, and furnish
copies of the concurrences or permits to the engineer.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Sediment removal from dewatering devices shall be routinely performed
and stabilized at the project site at locations designated by the engineer or
shall be disposed of properly. Guidance for sediment disposal is provided
in solid and contaminated waste management, WM 2 and WM 6,
respectively.

• Perform routine spot-checks to ensure dewatering techniques are
properly implemented.
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GP 2: Temporary Stream Crossing

Description A temporary stream crossing is a structure placed across a waterway to
provide short-term access for construction purposes without entering the
water. Temporary stream crossings are implemented to prevent construction
equipment from damaging the waterway, blocking fish migration, and
tracking sediment and other pollutants into the waterway.

Applications Temporary stream crossings are installed at sites with the following
conditions:

• Where construction vehicles and equipment need to cross a waterway
and alternate access routes are not feasible or cause significant erosion.

• Where construction activities will only last 1 year.

• Where appropriate permits have been obtained.

Limitations Temporary stream crossings are limited in operation for a maximum of
1 year and to waterways with drainage areas less than 1 square mile.
Installation may require dewatering or diversion of the stream and cause
disturbance of the waterway. Additionally, the temporary stream crossing
may potentially become a constriction in the waterway obstructing flood
flows.

Design
Guidelines

Design
• Temporary bridges shall be of wood, metal, or other appropriate material.

Pipes can be of reinforced concrete, corrugated metal, or plastic.

• Temporary crossings should be perpendicular to the stream.

• When pipes are used, aggregate should be used to form the crossing.
Depth of the stone cover over the pipe shall be equal to half the pipe
diameter, and in no case less than 12 inches.

• The pipe diameter shall be selected to convey the flow from a 2-year
frequency storm. If the structure will stay in place for 30 days to a year,
consider using the 5-year frequency storm. Minimum pipe size that may
be used is 18 inches in diameter.

• Whenever possible, the slope of the pipe shall be at least 2 percent.

• If multiple pipes are used, they must be separated by a distance equal to
half the diameter of the pipes. Minimum separation shall be 1 foot and
maximum separation shall be 3 feet. Aggregate shall be placed between
the pipes.
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Construction (see Figure GP 2.1)
• Bridges shall be constructed to span the entire channel at or above bank

elevation and shall be securely anchored using steel cable or chain.

• When using pipes, the invert elevation of the pipe shall be installed on
the natural streambed grade. A geotextile should be placed on the
streambed and streambanks prior to placing the pipe and aggregate. The
geotextile should extend 12 inches beyond the end of the culvert.

• The pipe length shall not exceed 40 feet, and shall extend at least 1 foot
beyond the upstream and downstream toe of the aggregate around the
pipe.

• The construction of any specific crossing method shall not cause a
significant water-level difference between upstream and downstream
water surface elevations. Construction shall also not disturb or create a
barrier in the stream channel during fish spawning and migration
periods.

Removal
• Removal of a temporary stream crossing shall consists of removing the

temporary structure from the stream channel, removal of all construction
material, restoration of the original stream channel cross section, and
protection of the stream banks from erosion. All removed materials shall
be stored outside the waterway floodplain.

• All temporary crossings shall be removed within 14 calendar days after
the structure is no longer needed. Unless prior approval is obtained from
the engineer, all structures shall be removed within 1 year from the date
of installation. Removal of the structure shall not take place during the
spawning periods for the given stream.

• Removal of temporary stream crossings shall be performed without
construction equipment working in the stream channel.

• All areas disturbed during culvert installation shall be stabilized within
14 days of the disturbance with standard practices in Section 5.5, Erosion
Control of this Guide.
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FIGURE GP 2.1
Temporary Stream Crossing

12” MIN½ PIPE DIAMETER OR 12”,
WHICHEVER IS GREATER

25’ MIN
25’ MIN
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Maintenance
and Inspection

• Weekly inspections shall be performed to ensure that the culverts,
streambeds, and streambanks are not damaged, and that sediment is not
entering the stream or blocking fish passage or migration. Inspections
shall also be performed after each storm event and damages shall be
repaired immediately. An assessment of the foundation shall be
performed during the inspection and the lost aggregate shall be replaced.

• Trapped sediment or debris shall be routinely removed and disposed of
properly outside the highway right-of-way.

• Perform routine spot-checks to ensure CDOT personnel or subcontractors
are properly implementing temporary stream crossing techniques.
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GP 3: Clear Water Diversion

Description A temporary structure used
to convey clear surface water
runoff around a construction
site and discharge it
downstream of the project
site with minimal water
quality impacts. Common
diversion structures used to
intercept surface runoff are
diversion ditches, berms,
dikes, slope drains, drainage,
and interceptor swales.

Applications Temporary clear water
diversion structures can be
implemented where
appropriate permits have
been secured to perform work in a running stream or waterbody.

Limitations
• Clear water diversion activities may require special permit requirements

or mitigation measures.

• Diversion activities will almost always disturb the waterway during
installation and removal of diversion structure.

Design
Guidelines

• Diversion structures shall be constructed with materials free of pollutants
such as dirt or oil and grease. In addition, the construction materials shall
be free of contaminants, non-toxic, non-hazardous, and neutral pH.

• Barriers adequate enough to prevent the flow of muddy water into
streams shall be constructed and maintained between working areas and
streams. These barriers or structures shall be constructed to accommodate
fluctuations in water depth or flow volume due to tides, storms, or flash
floods. The constructed diversion structures shall allow sufficient water
to flow downstream to maintain aquatic life.

• Equipment used during construction of diversion structures shall be free
of leaks, and shall be clean of petroleum residue. Equipment being used
adjacent to a waterbody, but not within the waterbody, shall be placed
over drip pans.
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• When using an excavator , crane, or backhoe, the main body of the
equipment shall not enter the waterbody, and only the bucket of the
excavator shall be allowed to remove or place fill in the stream. In cases
where a stream crossing is necessary to access the work site, the main
body of the excavator can enter the water body beyond the stream banks
with prior approval from the engineer.

• Vegetation shall only be disturbed where necessary. Care shall be taken
not to damage vegetation beyond the necessary limits for constructing a
diversion structure. Additional precaution shall be taken in order to
prevent people or equipment from damaging additional vegetation.
Riparian vegetation shall be cut off no lower than ground level to
promote rapid regrowth.  Clean river cobble shall be placed over riparian
vegetation to prevent damage to underlying soil and roots while
constructing work areas and roads.

• The construction impacts of diversion structures on streams shall be
minimized by scheduling operations during low-flow periods and
avoiding fish migration and spawning periods.

• Temporary diversion structures can be swales, dikes, and ditches. Slope
stabilization and velocity dissipation shall be provided at transition
points in the diversion.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspections of diversion structures shall be performed before and after
each storm event, and damages shall be repaired immediately.

• Inspections shall be performed to ensure that linings, accumulated
sediment, and slope protection are not damaged.
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GP 4: Non-Stormwater Discharge Management

Description Practices to be implemented to prevent discharges of potential pollutants
from irrigation systems, discharges from potable water sources, water line,
hydrant flushing and other similar activities from entering storm drains and
watercourses.

Applications These practices are implemented where irrigation and water flushing
practices exist at a construction site.

Standards and
Specifications

• Offsite flows shall be routed around construction sites to prevent runoff
from scouring the construction site and carrying sediment loads
downstream.

• Broken irrigation and waterlines shall be shut off at the source to prevent
excess water flow and repaired immediately.

• Irrigation systems shall be scheduled to water construction areas without
over-watering and causing runoff. Considerations should be made for
site-specific conditions such as soil type, slopes, season, and vegetation
type when developing watering schedules.

• Inlets and watercourses shall be protected with bales or other suitable
BMPs from potentially polluted discharges at construction sites. In
addition, when possible, non-polluted water resulting from waterline or
hydrant flushing shall be reused for irrigation purposes.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspect irrigation areas routinely for excess watering; repair any leaking
waterlines as soon as possible.

• Perform routine spot-checks to ensure non-stormwater discharge mana
control techniques are properly implemented.
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GP 5: Wind Erosion Control

Description Practices, such as applying
water or dust palliatives, to
be implemented during
construction operations to
prevent wind erosion from
exposed soil surfaces.

Applications These practices are limited
to exposed soil where wind
erosion is expected.

Limitations The effectiveness of this
application can be limited
by soil, temperature, and
wind velocity.

Standards and
Specifications

• Irrigation practices can be applied to a project site until the soil is moist
and can be repeated as necessary. However, the soil shall not be over-
saturated causing runoff to flow from the project site. The distribution
system shall be equipped with a proper spray system to ensure even
water distribution. When a distribution system is unavailable, at least one
mobile unit shall be available at all times to apply water or a dust
palliative to the project site. All non-potable tanks, pipes, and other
conveyances shall be marked “non-potable water-do not drink.”

• Seeding, mulching, soil binder, and grading techniques are also
temporary methods to prevent wind erosion.  Refer to BMPs EC 1, EC2,
EC 4, and EC 13.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspect protected areas routinely for adequate protection and signs of
degradation.

• Perform routine spot-checks to ensure wind erosion control techniques
are properly implemented.
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GP 6: Paving Operations

Description Practices to be implemented during paving and grinding operations to
prevent associated stormwater pollutants from entering storm drains and
watercourses.

Applications These practices are implemented where paving and grinding operations such
as surfacing, resurfacing, or sawcutting may cause pollutants to enter
stormwater runoff.

Limitations These practices are limited to dry weather conditions.

Standards and
Specifications

• Protect drainage inlet structures and manholes with filter fabric during
paving applications.

• Do not conduct paving operations when rainfall is predicted.

• Use drip pans or absorbent materials under equipment not in use to
catch/contain leaks.

• Use only non-foaming and non-toxic coating materials for asphalt trucks
and spreading equipment; follow vehicle cleaning and maintenance
guidelines to properly clean asphalt-coated equipment offsite (BMP GP
8); dispose of hardened asphalt debris and aggregate debris by following
guidelines for concrete waste management (BMP WM 1).

• Apply temporary perimeter controls when asphalt material is used in
embankments or shoulder backing to prevent materials from entering the
storm drains or watercourses; examples of perimeter controls are silt
fences (BMP SC 3), berms (BMP EC 8), and drainage swales (BMP EC 11).

• Do not wash waste sweepings from exposed aggregate concrete into
storm drains inlets; sweepings shall be placed back into the aggregate
base stockpile.

• Residuals from grinding operations shall not be allowed to remain on the
pavement surface or flow across the pavement surface into a watercourse;
residuals shall be cleaned up or contained.

• Recycle digout material and excess asphalt when possible during
pavement grinding and removal; if material cannot be reused, store or
dispose of properly.

• When using thermoplastic striping techniques or performing pavement
application/removal, inspect equipment for leaks, do not overfill tanks,
and do not transfer material near stormwater inlets, storm sewer systems,
or watercourses.
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• During raised or recessed pavement marker application, make sure to
transfer or load bituminous material away from storm drains and
watercourses; do not overfill melting tanks so as to prevent splashing;
and release all pressure from melting tanks before removing lids while
filling or servicing. Follow proper disposal methods for collecting excess
bituminous material from the roadway after removal of pavement
markers.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspect equipment and vehicles routinely for leaks.

• Identify spills or leaks into to the storm drain at or near work areas and
report to the CDOT illicit discharge hotline.

• Containment structures or other perimeter controls shall be inspected
routinely and repaired when signs of degradation are visible.

• Perform routine spot-checks to ensure paving and grinding operations
are properly implemented.
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GP 7: Street Sweeping and Vacuuming

Description Practices to remove sediment transported onto streets to prevent the
sediment from entering a storm drain or watercourse.

Applications These practices are implemented anywhere sediment is tracked from the
project site onto public or private roads, typically at points of egress.

Limitations Sweeping and vacuuming may not be effective when soil is wet or muddy.

Design
Guidelines

• Do not use kick broom or sweeper attachments.

• Visible sediment tracking shall be swept and vacuumed on a daily basis.

• If not mixed with debris or trash, consider incorporating the removed
sediment back into the project.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• Inspect potential sediment tracking locations daily.

• Inspect ingress/egress access points daily and sweep tracked sediment as
needed, or as required by the engineer.

• Be careful not to sweep up any unknown substance or object that may be
potentially hazardous.

• Adjust brooms frequently; maximize efficiency of sweeping operations.

• After sweeping is completed, properly dispose of sweeper wastes at an
approved dumpsite in conformance with the CDOT Standard
Specifications.
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GP 8: Vehicle and Equipment Management

Description Practices to be used during vehicle and equipment fueling, cleaning, and
maintenance to prevent associated stormwater pollutants from entering
storm drains and watercourses.

Applications Facilities or designated construction work areas where vehicles and
equipment are fueled, cleaned, or maintained.

Standards and
Specifications

• Perform cleaning, washing, and maintenance in a centralized station
offsite; onsite activities are highly discouraged.

• Designated onsite stations should preferably be located indoors on
impervious surfaces 50 feet away from watercourses, configured with a
sump, and bermed to collect the wastewater.

• Wastewater shall not be discharged into the CDOT right-of-way;
wastewater shall be contained for percolation and evaporation.

• Constructed berms shall be durable and leakproof.

• Eliminate or reduce the amount of toxic or hazardous solvent used;
alternative suggestions are recommended in Section 3.2, EPA.

• Use proper waste or recycling drums for used or spilled fluids; separate
and recycle materials when possible.

• Use drip pans or absorbent materials under equipment to catch/contain
leaks.

• Do not pour liquid waste into floor drains, sinks, or to storm drain inlets.

• Avoid hosing down work stations.

• Routinely check vehicles and equipment for leaking oil or fluids.

• Proper spill and illicit discharge reporting and cleanup procedures shall
be followed for both hazardous and non-hazardous materials.

Maintenance
and Inspection

• In general, designated vehicle fueling, cleaning, and maintenance areas
shall be inspected on a regular basis; once per week.

• Inspect equipment and vehicles routinely for leaks.

• Maintain an ample supply of cleanup materials at all designated
maintenance areas where leaks and spills are likely to occur.
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• Identify spills or leaks into to the storm drain at or near CDOT work areas
and report to the CDOT illicit discharge hotline.

• Containment structures or other perimeter controls shall be inspected
routinely and repaired when signs of degradation, such as leaks, are
visible.


